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ORLD NEWS

I Columnist Louis Lomansky finds
a bit of Jerusalem in N.W. Ohio.

4 [NOW

Taiwan towers are
tilting after a 7.6
earthquake.

Weather Today:

J_ SPORTS
BG football will try to
knock off Kent
this Saturday.

Costner receives average
review for his lead in "For the
Love of the Game."

Friday
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High 69. Low 51
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Gaufit outlines goals in speech
By JEFF ARNETT
The BG News
Clint Gault, president of the
Undergraduate Student Government, delivered his State of
the Stud.mt Body speech yesterday at the Business Administration Building.
During the short address,
Gault focused on 10 main goals
for the year. One of them,
increasing the shuttle service,
was implemented this fall when
two new off-campus shuttle
routes were added.
After the speech, Gault told
The News it went very well.
"I was very pleased with the
outcome of the speech," Gault
said.
Some of the students in the
crowd, many of them USG senators and cabinet members,
expressed appreciation for the
speech and applauded several
times during it.

Dan Petro, a sophomore secondary education major, said
the speech was beneficial.
"I thought it was good that
he's trying to inform the students about what he's doing,"
Petro said.
Petro also said that the goal
of getting a musical group in
Perry Stadium was one of the
most impressive parts of the
speech.
"I think that's important
because that's something the
other students are going to
relate to," Petro said.
Not all of the students were
impressed by the speech, however.
"I think, personally, the way
he delivered the speech needed
work," said senior IPC major
Amy Kletecka. "I wasn't that
impressed."
Kevin Dorman, a junior theater major, agreed.

"It didn't get me pumped
up," Dorman said. "It wasn't
what I was expecting."
Kletecka noted that the actual content of the speech didn't
bother her, though she did have
trouble hearing it, but she
thought Gault wasn't excited or
candid enough.
"He read the whole thing,"
Kletecka said. "He didn't sound
motivated. You can tell he
wants to do good for the school.
I'm not saying he doesn't have
good intentions."
Gault said the speech was a
good way to get USG's message
out ~ one of the goals in the
speech.
"If I'm the voice of the student body, the student body
should know what the voice is,"
Gault said.
Gault said the speech is also
beneficial because it sets a
precedent for the future.

The other goals were:
•Finding more initiatives for
raising academic standards
•Expanding current library
hours
•Creating a comprehensive
and open evaluation process on
campus for teachers, administrators, and academic deans
•Putting syllabi on the University's website
•Increasing current involvement between the University
and the Bowling Green community
•Opening the health center
on weekends
•Holding a concert in Perry
Stadium
•Improving USG's public
relations
•Building strong relationships with faculty, administration, graduate students, and
classified staff.

Students have blast in Bali

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Clint Gault said that USG has 10 goals for the year, one of them
is to put University syllabi on a website.

Creating new listservers
becoming popular
among students, faculty
By LOUIS LOMASKY
The BG News

With summer officially over,
today marks the last segment
of the four-part series on summer. Look for a new series
about alumni starting next Friday.
,
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
A summer workshop in Bali,
Indonesia, an island located
between the Pacific and Indiana Ocean near Southeast
Asia, gave students and faculty
members an opportunity to
interact with the Balinese villagers, learn new skills and
experience Balinese lifestyles.
"They are different in everyday life in comparison to here,"
said Melanie Bandy, senior
labor relations major. "They
don't have as much luxury but
still live a happy and fulfilling
life."
Joe Felice, a graduate student in guitar performance said
the Balinese people taught him
a lot, mainly to work on his
concentration skills.
"I have a deeper appreciation of the complexity of the
culture and music," Felice said.
"Balinese are more respectful
of their fellow "brothers' and
their private space. They are
more in tune with what we've

Many people at the University use listservers in order to
keep in touch with large groups
of people, yet it is becoming
popular for some people to start
and manage their own listservers.
These listservers are run on
a
machine
called
listproc.bgsu.edu and allow discussion on anything from
sports to physics. They are, in
essence, e-mail based discussion groups. Anybody with a
University identification who is
registered with the University
is eligible to start or run a listserer.
One such person is David
Sobel, a professor of philosophy
and an undergraduate advisor
to philosophy students.
He
maintains the PH1LMAJORSMINORS list.
According to Sobel, the Phi-

forgotten, nature and religion.
They are able to recall songs
that they haven't played in
years, which is a result of concentration."
According to David Harnish,
associate professor of ethnomusicology, the summer workshop
focused on the Balinese arts
and music and Gamelan music.
In order to receive a grade
and three credit hours, students selected arts of their
choice and wrote papers. The
maximum number of arts students could take on was three.
Everyone, studied Gamelan
music. There was an art and
music component. Harnish,
Balinese local musicians and
artist and Rebecca Green, an
assistant art professor, directed
the classes and seminars.
Choices of classes included
Gamelan lessons, mask making, puppet making, female
dancing, male dancing, offering
making, Indonesian language
lesson, suling (a flute), drumming
lessons,
xylophone
lessons and Batik making
(cloth). Each art had its significance.
"Masks are representations
of ancestors and are used frequently in dances," Harnish
• See BALI, page five.

By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News

PHOTO PROVIDED
While in Bali students experienced an authentic Indonesian cremation. Inside the bull it is tradition for them to place a corpse.
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•78% of 17-year-old
girts are dissatisfied
with their appearance
• 85% of adult women
wake up each day
ready to do battle
with their weight
and size
• More than $35 billion
is spent annually on
dieting and diet products
IOUM
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• See LISTSERVER, page five.

Hike in gas prices
frustrate commuters

Turning Points offers eating disorder support

•53% of 13-year-old
American girls are
unhappy with Iheir
bodies

losophy majors and minors list
is designed to inform people
about the meetings of the Philosophy Club, special philosophical events on campus such
as talks or debates, opportunities to submit papers to journals or conferences, graduate
school opportunities and many
other topics.
The target audience of this
hstserver is undergraduates
with an interest in philosophy.
"We have good evidence that
advisors in the college of Arts
and Sciences have been steering undergraduates away from
philosophy claiming that it's
useless and a career dead end."
Sobel said. Sobel hopes that
this listproc will make people
aware of the Philosophy Club
and that people who want to
continue class discussion on a
philosophic topic or issue will
feel free to use this list as an

Have you ever found yourself bingeing
on iunk food only to throw it up later?
Have you ever starved yourself to fit into
a certain outfit?
Have you ever known anyone who has?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, Turning Points might be just the
group for you.
According to Diane Tinsman, co-facilitator of Turning Points and a counselor at
the University, the group is designed for
women who have an eating disorder or who
want more information about eating disorders.
Turning Points is an eight session informal and educational group that students
can register for at the Counseling Center,
located in the Saddlemire Student Services
Building.
Tinsman said college campuses are often
where many women develop an eating disorder.
"This age group is at high risk for the
onset of eating disorders because college
students are surrounded by their peers,"
Tinsman said. "College can be a time of

chaotic diet cycles and constant preoccupation with weight."
Elayne Jacoby, a nurse practitioner and
another co-facilitator of the group, also
said eating disorders are a big deal on college campuses.
"There's a tremendous amount of societal pressure to be thin and to be a certain
weight," Jacoby said, citing women's magazines and fad diets as sources of that pressure.
"We do address fad diets in the group,
with an emphasis on healthy eating
instead of dieting," Jacoby said.
Tonya Hefner, a nutrition educator and
co-facilitator of the group, said dieting usually doesn't work.
Dieting perpetuates the mentality of
feeling guilty for eating certain foods,"
Hefner said. "Healthy eating is more of a
lifestyle change."
Hefner said the group emphasizes eating three meals a day and knowing basic
nutrition.
Turning Point's sessions are held on
Wednesdays from 3:30-5 p.m. beginning
Oct. 6, 1999. Students can call the Counseling Center at 372-2081 for more information.

Recent gas prices are higher
than normal due to high crude
oil prices that refineries are
paying.
"The higher gasoline prices
are strictly due to crude oil
prices and what refineries are
being charged," said Bob
Young, a public information
officer at the Ohio Board of
Transportation. "The gas tax
has definitely not gone up and
has nothing to do with the
higher prices."

The state gas tax, which is
22 cents, has not been
increased since 1993; the federal gas tax is 18 cents and has
not been raised since 1995,
Young said.
The high crude oil prices
have ballooned local prices to
$1.28 per gallon for regular
unleaded gas. Speedway, 204
W. Wooster, is at $1.27 per gallon for economy unleaded gasoline and Sunoco, 1530 K.
Wooster, is $1.28 per gallon for
regular unleaded gasoline.
• See GAS, page five.
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BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Gas prices have increased due to crude oil prices.
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
Jerusalem is jewel of world
I used to live in Jerusalem.
That's a great city. For people
who like history, it is just about
the best city. People can see
relics from just about every
empire that has ever graced the
face of the earth. I remember
one corner of the city in which I
saw Jebusite, Roman, Byzantine, Assyrian, Egyptian, First
Temple Period, Second Temple
Period, Ottoman, and British
ruins.
Bowling Green is a nice city,
but there just aren't enough
remnants from the Jebusites to
sate my palate. I remember
working on archeological sites
around the Old City of
Jerusalem, and piecing together little bits of Edomite ostraca,
and it disheartens me that
there is no equivalent here in
BG.
Don't get me wrong, there
are plenty of things I do like
about Bowling Green. I like the
fact that I don't have to walk up
Mount Scopus in order _o use
the internet. I also like the fact
that there are fewer suicide
bombers here in BG than in the
greater Jerusalem area.
There are some things in this
area, however, that really elate
me. One such thing is when a
bit of Northwest Ohio overlaps
with a bit of Jerusalem (and
vice-versa).
When somebody
speaks a bit of Hebrew or Yiddish with me I am usually

and Yom Kippur. Many people
have heard of these holidays.
Fewer people, however, have
heard of Sukkos. If somebody
is in Jerusalem during this holiday one will be very aware that
something big is happening.
The entire city is transformed.
People go out of their way to
make this time of year special.

"...There are plenty of
things I do like about
Bowling Green. I
like the fact that I
don't have to walk up
Mount Scopus in
order to use the
internet. I also like
the fact that there are
fewer suicide
bombers here in BG"
caught off-guard but it never
fails to please me. When I
learned that I could buy Israeli
bread here in BG I was utterly
delighted. Recently, however, 1
discovered that a Jewish group
in Toledo, Chabad Lubavitch,
will be offering Northwest Ohio
a chance to get a real taste of
Jerusalem.
Jews all over the world are
in the middle of our High Holidays. We have just observed
the holidays of Rosh HaShanah

One of the most special
everts
is
Simchas
Beis
HaShueva. Most of the big
Synagogues and Yeshivas (Jewish religious schools) will hold
one of these events sometime
during the eight days of Sukkos
celebration. There is dancing,
singing, camaraderie and even
a bit of drinking. The festivities continue until all hours of
the night. I once had to act as a
guard for one of these events.
Apart from making sure that
the crowd stayed under control
I was also in charge of refreshment disbursement.
These
events only conjure positive
memories for me.
Needless to say, when I
found out that the Chabad
organization of Toledo is going
to be hosting one of these
events on this coming Monday
night I was elated. There is
almost nothing more definitive
of Jerusalem than a Simchas
Beis HaShueva party. I mean,
these events have been going
on for thousands of years in
Jerusalem. For much of that
time these events were only in

By Ryan Ellis
\X\ '")iig%&* HOW AREYtou

Jerusalem. As such, this is
really quite a unique opportunityI suppose that if I am to
mention that the event will
happen I ought also mention
that those interested in attending the event can contact
Chabad at (419)-843-9393 for
more information.
In short, I do not believe that
this column will have a universal appeal in that everybody
shares a fondness of Jerusalem.
I do believe, however, that most
students on this campus find
themselves living or having
lived in multiple environments,
so to speak. I believe that this
is why so many ethnic and religious groups have developed on
this campus. In any case, I
hope that those of you who do
have similar nostalgia about
the Jerusalemesque will find
some salutary content in this
article and perhaps even join
me in Toledo this coming Monday.

I.<mis Lomasky is a columnist for The News He can be
reached
at
Iouis@goonsquad.org.

many in our society
like to criticize and add my two
cents worth into everything.
Well, I feel now would be a good
time to voice my criticizing two
cents about Bowling Green
State University.
As much as I hate to beat a
dead horse, I have to comment
about the parking. Anybody
else here think that parking is
a little ridiculous?
I would
assume that if you have a car
and you forked out the money
for a parking pass, you think it
is nuts. I mean really, if I paid
$30 for a pass and had to park
on the other side of the football
stadium, I would be demanding
a refund. That is a complete
joke to make students park out
in b.f.e.
Drive by there. It looks like
BGSU is having a home football
game! A person has to walk a
day just to get to his/her own
car. That is all out ridiculous.
Anybody else screwed by a
parking pig - I'm sorry - an
"official BGSU Parking Attendant?" They definitely find too
much pleasure in their jobs. I
don't think Bowling Green was
thinking too clearly the day
they decided to rework the
parking situation. That is all I
have on parking.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Utters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces {between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Column*. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject. "Letter to the Editor".
Also, you can check out backissues of the Opinion page on the web
at www.bgnews.com.

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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What should the United States do lo lower
the recent gas hike?

Sam Onwellcr
Freshman
Elementary Ed.
Take over Iraq."

Chad Schult-/
Sophomore
' Ere-Optometry
"Regulate the gas
prices to a maximum price it cannot exceed."
Ken Slachta
Junior •.
Music Ed.
"Eliminate pointless spending on
Clinton icandals."

Jeremee Butts
Freshman
Undecided
"Regulate the
prices."

Brian Mai char
Senior
Marketing
"Initiate a subsidy
or some type of
retribution to
decrease the
importing tax."

_

Gripes about parking,
financial aid, Greeks
Michael
H off ma:

it's the weekend. What could
be more exciting than writing
Letter to the Editor or a
Guest column?
Send yours to
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

PEOPLE
on the street

Next topic. The Office of the
Bursar/Financial Aid. The only
thing they are not lagging on
and late getting out are our
bills! If you needed anything
else from them you might as
well call the pony express and
sit back and relax. It will be a
while. Anyone else out there
waiting on loan information,
loan acceptance, financial aid
notifications or any other items
that these offices process? I
know I am.
Being slow is one thing, but
this is pathetic. I have been

"Anybody else
screwed by a parking
pig - I'm sorry ■ an
"official BGSU
Parking Attendant?"
They definitely find
too much pleasure in
their jobs."

asked back. Reality check time.
It is and it does.
Why can't everyone be
accepted into a frat or sorority
if they want to join and pay out
an unreasonable amount of
money for dues and fees? Some
people would die to be accepted,
yet they can not scratch the
surface to get into one. Why is
that? The reasons are pathetic,
ignorant, superficial and disregarded. They are denied from
one end of the campus to the
other.

We know the reasons. They
are reasons we can not admit to
ourselves that we use to judge
people and characterize them.
The reasons we use to label,
reasons we verbally despise but
factor into everyday use. No
waiting four months to hear matter how pure we think we
back on my loan and financial are, we are gu-lty of it at some
aii. status. Four months! I also point. To end that thought I
like the trick they try to pull.
Sending bills out and then leave you with my final thought
',
expecting a full or 1/3 partial on the subject.
payment four days later. Pot
To be critical and analytical
smokers came up with that
great policy. Here, let me pull of another person or group, you
money from my ass and write must first sit in judgement of
you a check, Mr. Bursar.
yourself and be critical and
Last topic. Fraternity and analytical of yourself; at that
sorority rushing. I have a lot of time you might not be so judgfriends in frats and sororities
but it just isn't my thing. But mental.
to some people it is everything.
Rushing is supposed to be a fun
time bonding with other people
Michael Hoffman is a guest
and having a good time. It isn't
suppose to be stressful or wreck columnist. He can be reached at
peoples lives if they aren't the_critical_ voice@yahoo.com

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
.
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edll „■
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Carolyn Steckel
Brandi Barhite
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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Wise
advice
for
the
weekend:

Drink MILK, eat
chocolate chip
COOKIES, ana
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ACROSS
Potatoes
Sci classes
Lovers'quarrel
City In Vietnam
Ms. Fitzgerald
Powerful trend
Actress Eve
Most inept
Fish eggs
Expense
Monumental
Goiter Ernie
Promissory note
Tiam unit
Kate or Tim
Bikini pan
Chyonthe
Merrimack
35 Chest Done
37 Saloon rocks?
39 Choreographer
Twyla
40 Play pranks
42 Org of Flames
43 Dove and Rudrer
44 Astronomical
shadow
45 Fetch
46 Rear of a ship
47 Clerical staffers
49 Pen dame
51 Poibase
54 Hanks of hair
56 Fall mo
58 Ready or
59 Football kick
60 Boxer Louis
61 Extinguished
62 Bolivian body o'
water
66 Struck, old-style
68 Actor Baldwin
69 Type of IRA
70 Jungle cat
71 Lady's guy
72 Alda or Bates
73 Lead players
1
6
10
14
15
10
17
18
20
21
23
24
25
26
30
32
34

BY RANDY REGIER
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Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

be HAPPY!

DOWN
1 Partaker
2 Release
conditionally
3 Not wanted
4 Unknown John
5 Egyptian
peninsula

E\J
n an upcoming feature, and you will be anonymously famous. Sounds good, huh?

WORD

Ohio weather

of the day

Friday, Sept. 24
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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Pronounced: di-'rAnj
Function: transivive verb
Inflected
Form(s):
deranged; deranging
Etymology:
French
deranger, from Old French
desrengier, from des- de- +
reng line, row — more at
RANK
Date: 1776

2 : DISARRANGE <hatless, with tie deranged - G.
W. Stonier>
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3 : to make insane
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noun
"The twelve straight hours
of homework deranged her."
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6 Admonishing at
length
7 Everything
8 Madder family
flower
9 Asian skiff
10 Gear changing
mechanism
11 Bakery buy
12 Want_
13 Asian holiday
19 love and
Marriage singer
22 Reiner or Lowe
27 Choo-chooof
song
28 Surrounding
glow
29 Knocks lightly
31 Lack of courtesy
33 Sore spots
36 Withstands
difficulties
38 Candle in the
Wind" singer
40 Bunch of hairs
41 Abu Dhabi leader

9/24/99

CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?

GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www, bgnews. com

48 Lady of Spain
50 Pursue with
passion
52 Milling tool
53 Playful mammals
55 Lunch oojnler
perch

by Krzysztof Szydzisz,

of

Mickiewicza UniversiPCOIVONG Adam
ty in Poznan, Poland. The 40-

£^\ }(-^TT\ I ^ member ensemble, composed
*-'*-''*-'' *'*-*-' of university students, graduates and teachers, performs
Friday, Sept. 24
religious and secular compositions by Polish and European
2p.m. - 10:30p.m.
composers. The event is free
BGSU Symposium on Teach- and open to the public.
ing and Research: Cultural Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Interpretation and Contem- Arts Center.
porary Music Education
Cultural Interpretation and 5 p.m.
Contemporary Music Educa- Men's Soccer vs. Penn State
tion is the subject for the 1999 BG faces Penn State on the
bi-annual BGSU Symposium first day of the Florida Internaon Teaching and Research. The tional Classic. Miami, Florida.
cost of the full symposium is
$40 for the general public. The 7 p.m.
event is free and open to BGSU Volleyball at Central Michifaculty, staff and students. For gan
further information contact Dr. BGSU opens Mid-American
C. Victor Fung at (419) 372- Conference play by taking on
8104 or e-mail cvfung@bgnet. the Chippewas. The 18-match
bgsu.edu. Registrations can MAC schedule culminates on
also be submitted at: hiiaJl Nov. 20. Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/music/
departments/MUED/
8 p.m.
symposium.html/.
Patch Adams
Moore Musical Arts Center.
UAO film. $2 with University
IP 111 Olscamp Hall.
2:30 p.m.
Guest Artist:
Chpmber 8 p.m.
Choir of Adam Mickiewicza "The Complete Works of
University
of
Poznan, William
Shakespeare"
(Abridged)
Poland
The Chamber Choir is directed The Reduced Shakespeare

57 Sleeveless
garments
62 Trail behind
63 Pmtdnnk
64 Writer Follett
65 School org
67 Cambridge scrv

Company, all of Shakespeare,
three actors, one performance,
a sense of humor. University
Theatre Production. For tickets, call (419) 372-2719. 411
South Hall.

8 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Ice Breaker Dance
Sponsored by Multicultural
Activities. Grand Ballroom,
Union.

Saturday, Sept. 25
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
BGSU Symposium on leaching and Research: Cultural
Interpretation and Contemporary Music Education
Cultural Interpretation and
Contemporary Music Education is the subject for the 1999
bi-annual BGSU Symposium
on Teaching and Research.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
"The Complete Works of
Williams
Shakespeare"
(Abridged)
The Reduced Shakespeare
Company, all of Shakespeare,
three actors, one performance,
a sense .of humor. (Not part of
theatre pass). University Theatre Production. For tickets,
call (419) 372-2719. 411 South
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WhMol
Fortune X

Jwpardyl X
Hollywood
Square. X
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Candid
Cameral

Now end Again Piot" (Saras
Premiere) (m Slereo) X

liiah Bridge.-Truth and
Consequences"X

Nawal

Jle Show
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Odd Man Out
Sabrina.tha
Teenage Witch X
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News I
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WORLD NEWS
Peacekeepers move in combat formation
Associated Press Writer
DILI, East Timor— Gunfire crackled across East Timor's
chaotic capital Thursday, Bending civilians scrambling for shelter
and peacekeepers lor their rifles in what was seen as a test of
multinational authority in the province

Eye on the Nation
Countdown to 2000

Though the shooting was not an attack, it prompted the commander of the peace mission. Maj. Gen. Peter Cosgrove. to warn
that his men would use "lethal force" against anyone who even
pointed a weapon at them.
Three truckloads of Indonesian soldiers, apparently resentful
at losing East Timor in a referendum on independence,
unleashed bursts of automatic lire as they drove through the
Australian- and British-controlled sectors of Dili.
No one was hurt, and the soldiers were not caught Hut the
incident demonstrated how jittery the multinational troop- anas they face the prospect ol deadly confrontations with anti-independence militias

Gorbachev gives wife last kiss at funeral

Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

3 boys arrested in gang rape of 8-year-old
Associated Press Writer
ST PAUL— Three boys were arrested Wednesday in the
alleged gang rape of an 8-year-old girl, while the four other suspects wire too young for prosecution
The three boys, ages 10. 11 and 1.1. were being held at a juvenile detention center on preliminary charges of lirst-degree criminal sexual conduct. The ooys must be charged within 48 hours.
"We figured that enough had come together to bring them in,"
said police spokesman Michael Jordan. "They are accused of a
significant crime."
Because the boys are under 14, they cannot be tried as adults.
If convicted, they could be confined in a juvenile institution until
they turn 19.
The other lour boys accused in the- rape are under 10, the minimum age for criminal prosecution in Minnesota. One of the four
is the victim's 9-year-old brother, who police say led the attack on
his sister

Clinton pledges to help areas hit by Floyd

Usociated Press Writer
MOSCOW — bidding farewell 10 the woman whose intelligence matched his own and whose sharp fashions dazzled the
iVest, former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev bent slowly
>vcr wife Raisa's open coffin today for a final kiss goodbye
Mrs Gorbachev's death from leukemia Monday at age 67
■tided a 46-year marriage that many saw as profoundly symbiotC "They were a real pair," said former German chancellor Helnut Kohl, one of the mourners at Moscow's Novodevichy come
cry "Much of what he achieved is unimaginable without his
vife."
Although Mrs Gorbachev's professorial intellect and stylish
Iress seemed to outsiders to complement her husband's epochal
•eform policies, she was regarded with suspicion by many Russians used to Soviet leader-' wives being unseen and unmenioned.
But eyes that may once have narrowed in suspicion brimmed
with sympathy yesterday.

Melissa Naymik

Associated Press Photo
Tourists embrace in front of the Eiffel Tower marking 100 days
before year 2000. yesterday.

Associated Press Writer
TARBORO, N.C.— After seeing entire communities submerged in water. President Clinton promised Monday that "the
American family" would do all it can to help the victims of floods
caused by Hurricane Floyd. "We're going to be with you every
step ol the way." he said.
Clinton toured this devastated community in eastern North
Carolina by helicopter, his eyes taking in miles of brown water
that seemed to swallow everything in its path: factories, small
airplanes, cars and trees, six houses on a cul-de-sac showing only
inches of roof.
"The damage was unbelievable. I was surprised by it," Clinton
told reporters just before leaving town "We just have to stay
with it and do our best to help them."
Clinton said on Air Force One he was amazed at the depth of
the water so many days after the hurricane because that i- a sign
that it is not receding quickly. These waters, he said, "did not
come from .1 normal ebb and flow ... This was water that was literallv blown in here bv the hurricane."

Taiwan towers still standing after earthquake
Shoddy construction, but stout support prevents buildings from falling after 7.6 quake
Associated Press Writer
TAIPEI, Taiwan
— They
didn't pancake or even topple
over. Many of Taiwan's highrise buildings rocked by a powerful
earthquake
simply
leaned, hanging precariously in
space at improbable angles and
curves.

Why?
Weak, shoddy construction
at the bottom but enough stout
support overall to prevent the
total collapse marking many
tragic
earthquakes.
some
experts say
"This was built strong," said
American
rescuer
James
Walsh, pointing to solid, steel
bars protruding from one of
Taiwan's leaning towers.
The bottom four floors of the
16-story apartment building in
the town of Toliu had been com-

pressed into 10 feet of rubble,
but
the
structure
above
remained Standing, dangling at
a 45-dcgrec angle.
Quake experts say building
designs, the enforcement of
construction codes and the
quality of land that buildings
rest upon all likely contributed
to the way the structures were
damaged in the magnitude-7.6
earthquake that struck Taiwan
on Tuesday
Taiwan's Disaster Management Center said yesterdaj
night that 2,109 people hid
been killed. 7,800 injured and
1,844 remained unaccounted
for. including those buried
under rubble and landslides
Prosecutors also announced
the arrest of a contractor
responsible for three buildings
that collapsed, burying about

Associated Press Photo
As of yesterday, Taiwan's Disaster Management Center reported
that 2,109 people have been killed, 7,800 injured and 1,844
remained unaccountable for, including those buried under rubble and landslides.

100 people. The buildings had
been made with substandard
steel rods, and authorities
found crumpled vegetable oil
(.ins had been used in place of
bricks.
A total of 2,268 people had
been rescued since the quake
struck, many of them extracted
from more than (i.t)O(i totally
destroyed housing units across
the island, the disaster center
said.
Engineers and seismologists
from around the world are (lying to Taiwan to find out why
some buildings failed while others survived.
"It appears that in many
cases in Taiwan, the ground
floor of buildings was very
weak
structurally
because
there was a garage or a shop
there." said Robert (idler, a
professor of geophysics at Tokyo
University.
A wide open ground floor
without proper support leaves
an entire building vulnerable to
the potenf, sideways motion
generated by earthquakes, he
said.
Buildings in which floors collapse atop one another may not
have had enough horizontal
support in the columns, said
John Mander of the University
of Buffalo's Multidisciplinary
(inter for Earthquake Engineering Research.
Buildings constructed on
unstable land or filled-in
swamps or rice paddies may be
vulnerable to "liquefaction,"
where agitated ground water
rises and mixes with the soil
beneath building foundations.
The ground liquifies, partially
sinking, tilting or twisting the
structures above.
"Liquefaction could happen

in areas that used to he ,i paddy
field or a pond," said Sho/o
Koinaki. profe8SOr of earthquake engineering at Fukui
Institute of Technology in
Tokyo "With a rapid increase in
population and an increasing
need to build facilities to cater
to it, builders had to construct
buildings i.i areas where people
never lived before Those areas
tend to be not so solid "
Taiwan's bent buildings are
not unique. During large earthquakes in Los Angeles, .lap.in,
Greece and Turkey some structures were also knocked off
their foundations and left tilted
or leaning against other buddings.
Taiwan has suffered less
damage than Kobe. Japan,
which was hit by a less-powerful quake in 1995, said Taiwanese architect Chen Hungming.
Following the Kobe quake.
Taiwan's building codes were
toughened to consider not only
horizontal shock effects but
vertical shakes, he said.
"The damage could have
been much greater." he said.
Those tougher standards did
not apply to structures that had
been completed during Unbuilding
boom
of earlier
decades. And even the best
codes are worthless if they are
ignored.
Turkey, which also ha-- tOUgh
building codes, saw many
buildings flattened in an Aug.
17 quake because those codes
were poorly enforced, experts
said.
"I'm not sure whether those
buildings in Taiwan followed
the country's building codes.''
.-aid Qeorge Lee, director of the
University of Buffalo center

•
Associated Press Photo
Leaning apartments are propped up by three steel beams on the
outskirts of Taiperi, Taiwan. Many of Taiwan's high-rise buildings rocked by a powerful earthquake simply leaned, hanging
precautiously in space at improbable angles and curves.
"Looking at the TV footage,
there were many obvious cases
of substandard construction
that left buildings with a lack of
resistance to shearing motion."
He said older buildings usu-

ally don't meet current building
codes and their owners often
resist strengthening or demolishing them, even if they are
located in earthquake zones.

Ohio to hold first large-scale medical study on Gulf War veterans
By JAMES HANNAH
Associated Press Writer
DAYTON, Ohio — An Ohio hospital
will participate in the first large-scale
study ol possible treatments tor Gulf
War veterans suffering unexplained illnesses, officials said Thursday.
The Dayton VA Medical Center is
among 30 U.S. site-, selected lo lest an
antibiotic and .inning only 20 sites lo
evaluate exercise and .mother non-drug
therapy.
It's part of a $20 million effort by the
Defense Department and Department of
Veterans Affairs to explore ways to

■I

improve the health ol (.nil War veterans.
About 700,000 men and women
served in the war. An estimated 2 percent of them have reported symptoms
lli.it have eluded traditional medical
explanation, including chronic fatigue,
joint pain and memory loss
Many are convinced their illnesses
may be related to exposure lo toxins or
other chemical or em ironmental factors.
One study will focus on exercise and
cognitive behavioral therapy, which
teaches techniques lor reducing the

severity ol the symptoms. The government is seeking 1,350 volunteers nationwide.
The other study will lest whether the
antibiotic doxycycline improves the
health of veterans infected with the
microorganism Mycopl.isma. which
some people think may be causing the
ailments A total of 4T0 volunteers are
being sought for that Study,
Dr. John l-'eussner, the department's
chief research and development officer,
said the volunteers will be treated by the
antibiotic for about a year.

"If this treatment were to work, that
would be quite remarkable," he said.
"The possibility is the patient would be
cured."
FeUSSner said the drug is not experimental and is available In prescription
for certain ailments. It has side effects
such as skin rashes and diarrhea, but
tlirv will be less severe than those ot
other antibiotics taken bv many veterans, he said
f-eussner also said volunteers can
quit the study it they arc unhappy with
it.

I
MffPffimiirymln^^

Denver ( ombs, din-dor of the Montgomery County Veterans Service Center,
said volunteers ni.iv he hard lo find.
I le s.iul that even though many Gull
War veterans are suffering fatigue, musclc aches, headaches and hair loss, Ihev
are distrustful of the government. And
he said many fear that taking part in
such tests could adversely affect their
jobs.
"I think they're going to have a lough
time finding volunteers," Combs said.
"Most ol these people are young people."
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BALI

LISTSERVER-

als and cloths.
Continued from page one.
"It is very beautiful," Green
said. "Puppets are important said.
During the ceremony, everybecause of the (Batinesc) shadow puppet tradition. The tradi- one is wearing matching shirts
tion is 100 years old and used and are joyous because it's the
in ritual for rising up ancestors celebration of the descent's life.
Also, a band accompanies the
who watch in Spiritual form."
During the three-week visit, family. The immediate family is
workshop participants took holding a white cloth that is
part in two major events, the attached to the coffin.
"Since the carrying of the
temple festival and cremation
platform is hard work and the
ceremony.
The temple festival included day was hot, there was a water
prayer, a procession to and truck," Green said. "The people
from the temple, music and will take a rest, dance and be
dancing. Special clothing were sprayed with water which was
worn by the Balinese people a blessing."
At the cremation ground, the
and the University participants. Garments worn were a coffin is placed into the bull.
white headpiece and a white The bull was also filled with
shirt for the men and a colorful offerings, which are bamboo,
law top for the females, said flowers and fruits. Then, everything is burned.
Harnish.
"It's like a parade," Bandy
"(During temple ceremonies]
they have their legs and shoul- said. "About 60 to 70 men are
ders covered," Felice said. "Men holding this huge bamboo platwore a kind slendong saput form with a huge bull in front.
[skirt with an overskirtl. The platform takes up the
Women wore colorful outfits whole street. At the site they
with a sash, girdle long skirts transfer the body into the bull
and lace shirts"
and place it on the fire."
Green said the cremation is
Felice said the preparation
elaborate ard the family makes for the ceremony showed
effigies of the deceased. The togetherness and unity among
people builds a tower with the people.
tiers, this takes days. The numHarnish said religion, art
bers of tiers shows the social and music are important to the
status. The cremation that they Balinese and they use a lot of
witness was one of a royal fam- rituals. Children grew into the
ily. The family and community learning rituals and mastering
procession from the main an artistic talent.
palace of Peliatan to the crema"Spirituality and fine arts is
tion grounds in Ubud.
very important [to the Balinese
The family and community people!," Bandy said. "Everyhelp in carrying a huge plat- one had a skill, either artistic
form with a tower, the coffin at or musically. Everyday they
the base of the tower and a made offerings to the gods."
huge bull made of paper, metHarnish also said that every-

one in the village has had done
some sort of farming and had
some sort of artistic talent.
"The people made their all of
their food, which was healthy,"
he said. "We ate fruits, pudding
and black rice mixed with
coconut milk and bananas for
breakfast. For lunch, we ate
rice with vegetables, for dinner
the students could eat whatever they wanted."
Aside from participating in
ceremonies and seminars and
lectures, they visited museums
and the school of performing
arts in Denpasar, the capital.
They also went snorkeling in
the Pacific at a beach in
Indonesia.
Overall several lessons were
learned either from lectures,
talking to the Balinese locals or
insights shared from each
other. Some participants found
something that they could
relate to or unique about the
Bali experience.
Julie Powers, freshman
undecided arts major, said the
Balinese customs were unique.
"They use their left hand
only for bathroom purposes,"
Powers said. "It is considered
the dirty hand and they don't
use it when giving and receiving something. We had to learn
to use our right hand instead.
Also, before marriage they filed
their top front teeth...to be less
animal like and be accepted
into the afterlife."
Bandy said she could relate
to the idea of Karma enacted by
the Balinese people.
"They believe in the idea
that whatever you do-good or
bad-that it comes back to you
eventually," Bandy said. "They

arc very conscious of how they
treat people."
Students also learned to
adopt to the Balinese costumes.
"We discourage students
from wearing shorts, instead to
wear light pants," Harnish
said. "Although it was hot, it
was not a good thing to have
your legs uncovered. The Balinese people treat you better
when you dress modest and
attempt to speak their language."
Ending their voyage was a
big feast, in which teachers
from Denpasar and Bali
attended. During the feast students displayed what they
learned.
Harnish encourages other
students to participate in the
Bali workshop. He believes it is
more effective to be there
rather than just reading about
them.
"Students really learn how
to do something and they
become part of the culture
while they are there," he said.
He said the workshop gives
student an opportunity to experience another culture, to witness different ideals pertaining
to arts.
"It's important to personal
growth to understand the arts
in the world," he said.
Powers had similar feelings.
"I've became more culturally
aware [of the Balinese people!,"
Powers said. "You can read
about them [Balinese people! in
a book and understand, but if
you experience and adapt to
their ways it really teaches
you."

Continued from page one.
open forum for posting questions
Adam Kujawski, a geography major, runs a very different
sort of list. His list, called
Domestic-Violence, is designed
to be a, "discussion group of
friends on a wide variety of topics, including our bosses at
work and we ridicule the University."
It was formed two years ago
and started with two friends. It
has since grown from a small
group of University students to
include alumni and -I nil. nts at
other universities. Subscribers,
according to Kujawski, "are
admitted by invitation only. We
look for a sense of humor and
creativity in a prospective subscriber. A person can be invited
to join the list by sending a
message to the list of less than
50 words in which the person
explains why he should be
admitted to the list."
Kujawski said that the list is
"not really about domestic
abuse, not to trivialize such
issues."
Jeremy Axe, a junior MIS
major runs a list of his own. It
is called Foseball. According to
Axe, a list of frequently asked
questions, or FAQ, has been put
together about his list. People
who wonder about the nature of
Foseball, as opposed to Foosball, are welcome to request an

e-mail copy of this FAQ.
Axe said, "For friends to discuss things about the beautiful
game of Foseball, and to talk
about whatever else is on their
minds."
"In the beginning it was a
open list, we even put random
people on it, but due to politics
we have had to limit the people
allowed on the list," he said.
He said that this list "helps
people build community by feeling free to express their concerns about the University
community in a moderately
safe environment. No one is
going to judge someone for
what they post to the list."
Those who wish to subscribe
to a list need only find the
name of the list and send a subscription request. If a person
writes
an
e-mail
to
listproc@listproc.bgsu.edu and
writes in the body of the text
"subscribe (list name) (your
name)" sans quotation marks
and parentheses the person
will then be able to use the list.
Sending to the list is only a
matter of composing a message
to
list-name@listproc.bgsu.edu. Receiving a list
of the various listservers available can be accomplished by
sending
an
e-mail
to
listproc@listproc.bgsu.edu and
simply typing the word "list" in
the body of the message.

GAS
Continued from page one.
"We mainly go with what the
competition is doing," said Amy
Beuhrer, manager at Sunoco, in
regard to the higher prices.
These higher prices in the
area are affecting the pocketbooks of University students.
Commuters and those going
home for the weekend should

expect to fork over more than
they are used to doing in the
past.
"Of course, I go home less
frequently than I would like,
but I am just cheap anyway,"
said Bobbi Rockey, freshman
psychology major. "It costs me
$20 round trip, at the lowest.
That's money I could spend
elsewhere."
High gas prices though, are

something commuters said
they have to accept.
"There's not much that I can
do about it. I have to come to
school, I have no choice," said
Lori Yeager, junior art history
major. Yeager commutes from
Tiffin, approximately 45 minutes from the University.
Local gas stations are not
able to say when gas prices will
decrease, but gas taxes are

expected to remain the same,
according to Young.
"It's best to get gas during
the week if you want to go
home; gas prices usually go up
on Fridays for the weekend,"
Rockey said.
It's easier said than done,
though.
"It's just how it is," Yeager
said.

If you don't t.ilk
with your kid* about sex,
who will?
Be sure to start an honest, open dialogue
with them at an early age. For a free booklet
that can help you discuss all kinds
of tough issues, call 1-800-Child-M

Jay Smith M.D.
General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166
Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic

WE'LL RAY
YOU $35,000+
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment
...and over $7,000 if you
qualify for the Montgomery
GI B]\\...plus help in paying
off a qualified student loan up
to $10,000, if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And
you'll serve with an Army
Reserve unit near your
campus.
Over $35,000 toward college - for part-time service.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:

352-7541
IE ALL YOU CAH BE

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth tor 1
Person. $500/Nlth for 2 People.

****••*•*••*•

516 S. MAIN - 2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.

*••******••••

828 SEVENTH - 2 BR
Unfurnished
$400/month for 1 Person.
$435/month for 2 People.
Tenants pay utilities.

*•**••*••**•*
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

*************

*************
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL 01 ;
'260
319 E Woos'er. BG
Across strc

•' v".«
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Wellness Connection targets smoking
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
With smoking on the rise
among the college-aged population, the Wellness Connection
hps decided to combat the
trend by offering an 8-week
stop smoking program.
The program will begin on
Sept. 27 with a meeting from
7:30 to 9 p.m. in the Ohio Suite
of the Union.
"We haven't offered a stop
smoking program for a few
years, so we thought we'd try
one again," said Christina
Hageman, health promoter at
the Wellness Connection.
This program comes at a
time when smoking in general
has been on the rise. Particularly smoking among collegeaged women has been a concern, according to Josh Kaplan,
medical director for the Student Health Center.
Kaplan said that as far as
smoking figures go, the group
containing college-aged women
is the only one whose numbers
has not gone down over the
past decade.
"There is something about
college lifestyle that promotes
smoking," Kaplan said.
The stop smoking program

will start off on Monday with a
guest speaker and free food,
Hageman said, but students
will be able to join the program
until Oct. 6.
The first few weeks of the
program will focus on getting
participants ready to stop
smoking, according to Hageman, giving them information
about smoking, addictions,
habits, etc.
The remaining weeks will be
used to help participants to
actually stop smoking. Even in
these sessions, though, those
involved will continue to get
information about things such
as stress management and
nutrition, Hageman said.
The program will end on the
Great American Smokeout,
Nov. 18. Even once the program
is complete, though, the
process will continue.
"We plan to do a follow-up
several months later to see if
the program worked," Hageman said.
Why do students begin
smoking in the first place,
though?
Hageman said that one reason people begin to smoke is
because there is a perception
that more people smoke than

actually do smoke. A poll taken
on campus last year showed
that only approximately 38
percent of University students
polled had ever used tobacco.
Eight percent of those polled
began using tobacco once they
got to Bowling Green.
Another possible reason that
college students smoke, Hageman said, is stress.
Kaplan agreed that many
people site stress as a reason
for smoking, and he said it can
become both a habit and a
physical addiction.
But, Kaplan said he thinks
the reason everybody starts
smoking is image.
"It's very rare to find a person who enjoyed their first cigarette," Kaplan said. "If you
tried something that tasted
bad and made you feel bad,
why try it again, unless you
wanted to have a different
image?"
So, when people set out to
quit smoking, they have to do
more than get rid of their physical addiction and habit.
"The bottom line is if you
decide you're not going to
smoke anymore, you're not
going to smoke anymore,"
Kaplan said. He said people

need to evaluate what part
being a smoker plays in their
personal self interest and see if
they want to make a change.
Some may decide smoking
plays a certain part in their life
that they are not ready to
change.
Another possible reason people don't quit smoking is that
they don't realize the health
risks.
"I think a lot of times it's
hard for students, and anyone
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under 30, to look at long-term
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and see how things will affect
their long-term health," Hageman said. "It's important for
people to pay attention to how
their lifestyle now can affect
their later lifestyle."
And there is a large health
BG News Pholo/MIKF. LEHMKUHLE
risk, according to Kaplan.
"Of all the things that people
do that aren't good for them, Andy Rhoades and Tricia Smith are smoking in front of Offencigarettes are by far the worst hauer East. Dr. Josh Chaplan, medical doctor for the Students
Health Center said that most students begin smoking because
for their health," Kaplan said.
He said smoking causes of image.
more death than all of the cent chance of dying as a direct
The stop smoking program
other dangerous things that result of smoking, Kaplan said. will begin on Monday. To regis"You're Roing to die anyway, ter, call the Wellness Connecpeople do combined, including
drinking and even things like but you have a better chance of tion at 372-WELL.
dangerous sports. Regular dying sooner if you smoke,"
smokers have about a 50 per- Kaplan said.
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New Jersey residents try to clean up after Floyd's mess
By JOY RUSSELL PEREZ
Associated Press Writer
MANVILLE, N.J. — The smell of
disinfectant and furniture polish wafted through the air as residents of central New Jersey tried to scrub away
the mud-strewn legacy of Hurricane
Floyd.
Sections of Manville looked as if a
tornado had sucked furniture, carpet
and books from their homes, depositing them along sidewalks in piles 8
feet high.
"This is incredible," said Cheryl
Volker, 42, as she sorted through
belongings that had bobbed about for
days in her temporary indoor pool —
her living room.
Floyd dumped so much water on
central New Jersey that more than a
million residents were likely have to
endure a fifth day today without safe
water to drink. Floodwaters have

swamped a water treatment plant in
Bridgewater that wasn't expected to
have water pressure nr pumping
equipment. Officials fretted about fire
protection.
Rain was falling again today in central and northern New Jersey, with as
much as an inch expected by evening.
The National Weather Service issued
a flash flood watch for the area but
said the threat of additional flooding
was confined mainly to small streams
and creeks.
Other flash flood watches were
posted today in southeast Pennsylvania, northern Delaware and extreme
northeast Maryland.
Across the Northeast, the floodwaters produced by Floyd receded Monday, only to make more visible the
storm's long-term legacy of misery.
Christina Hussein said she is ready
to take her children to a hotel. "We

have no clean clothes left," she said
while picking up free bottled water at
an Edison distribution site.
Folks in northeastern Virginia were
also worried about clothes. Hard-hit
residents of Franklin, 50 miles southeast of Richmond, sifted through
boxes of the Red Cross' colorful shirts
and shorts.
More than 1,000 people attending a
community meeting in the school
auditorium heard local and state officials assure them that everything was
being done to provide relief.
Little can be done until the Blackwater River entirely recedes, Mayor
Jim Councill said. The water dropped
a couple of feet Monday but isn't
expected to completely fall until the
downstream Nottoway River also
drops.
None of Franklin's 8,700 residents
would predict when they might get a

good look at the damage. Up to 2 more
inches of rain were expected today.
Officials in the suburbs of New York
City groaned at the news that more
rain was headed toward the waterlogged Northeast.
"Everybody's teeth are on edge
about rain," said Paul Shew, village
manager in Ossining, N.Y, where the
storm did some of its worst local damage. "We're all preparing for the next
storm."
Employees at the Sharon Savings
Bank in Darby, Pa., were just trying to
recover from Floyd. They returned
and found tables and desks that had
floated from room to room in 5 feet of
water. A thick layer of mud covered
the office's two-week old copy
machine.
"I found Friday's payroll sitting
intact on top of my desk," said Shirley
Martin, a network administrator. "We
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just came in to see what was salvageable. There's not much."
Jeff Tittle, director of New Jersey's
Sierra Club, said overdevelopment in
flood plains across the Northeast has
been the chief reason why losses from
Floyd have been so high.
"After a flood', everyone blames
nature and says it's an act of God but
it's not," he said. "Flooding is an act of
man."
Back in Manville, it took four National Guardsmen to lift Joe Bonsignore's
antique breakfront into a garbage truck,
which crumpled it into wooden planks.
"I can't be upset, there's nothing I can
do," he said. "But, you got to remember,
this isn't garbage. This is people's
lives."
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Readers should look
for variety of reviews
Quiz" (a pop culture feature),
you can expect that the film
reviews are strightforward
When I read that "Stir of and biting, but more accessEchoes" is a lesser version of able. Example: Contributor
"The Sixth Sense," I scoffed. Nathan Rabin found the new
Loudly. If you think I'm going Martin Lawrence comedy,
to get on my high horse about "Blue Streak," predictable yet
how I know everything about somehow engaging. He wrote,
film, stop thinking. That horse "while 'Blue Streak' is a big,
dumb, unoriginal Hollywood
is out in pasture.
The problem with any artis- movie, it's at least a big,
tic medium, especially film, is dumb, unoriginal Hollywood
that quality is interpreted in movie done right, which in
too many different ways. An this day and age is pretty
admitted cynic and film geek rare."
Siskel & Ebert
(like myself) has much differStyle: This former duo was
ent aesthetic desires than
your average movie consumer. the cornerstone of film
I had read separate reviews of reviews in America. Their
both films whose recommen- "Two Thumbs Up" became
dations were polar opposites. synonymous with America's
Why did I credit one over the favorite contemporary films
other? Because I know my and independent features. I
tastes, and I know which found Roger Ebert to be somereviewing publication fits my times irrational and off-base
taste. So, instead of trying to with his reviews, while Gene
argue with local reviewers, Siskel was more appreciative
check out some of these publi- of original film technique and
performances. Unfortunately,
cations.
Siskel passed away early this
Film Threat Weekly
Style: This publication is year, and I have not paid
the brainchild of Chris Gore, a much attention to the newly
die-hard film geek. If you can't titled "Roger Ebert & the
tell by Film Threat's writings, Movies." Whatever the opinlook at their tagline: "For ion of Ebert, though, he is the
some, movies are a matter of most prominent critic in film
life and death... for others, it today.
Example: After giving a
means much more than
that."Whether the reviews are glowing review of "Desert
done by Chris Gore, Senior Blue" in the Chicago Sun
Editor Ron Wells or any-of the Times, he sums up his opinion
contributors, they all share a with this bit of prose: "A movie
common style. They are blis- like this depends on tone more
tering, unrelenting, cynical than anything else. Moviegoand demanding of original ers who don't like the rhythm
and top-notch film. Both stu- may grow impatient. It's not a
dio and independent films are romance, a drama or an
covered, and without any inhi- adventure, but the evocation
bitions. Example: During his of a time and place."Rolling
review of "Stigmata," Ron Stone
Style: One of the biggest
Wells spelled out "the many
magazines,
unfortunate traits of late '90s entertainment
studio films" that were pre- Rolling Stone is the hip,
trendy voice in entertainment.
sent in the film:
"1) It has a loud rock n' roll While I enjoy its take on the
music scene, its film reviews
soundtrack.
2) The director came out of turn my stomach. Any publicommercials and/or music cation that features Jar-Jar
Binks on the front cover and
videos.
3) There are many unneces- then has a short and not origsary jump-cuts and montages inal unfavorable review about
and the whole film is way "Desert Blue" is a publication
that won't find its way to my
over-edited.
4) A conspiracy theory is mailbox. However, this is a
tacked on to make the story personal bias. In all truth, the
reviews in Rolling Stone
feel "bigger".
5) The filmmakers feel reflect what the majority of
their "big" ideas will override 14- to 29-year-olds would
any holes in the story of logic. think about a certain flick. So,
6) The script sucks."a.v. while it may not be my
club. Style: Most people know favorite, this (and others of its
The Onion as a great parody ilk) is probably the publicapublication. What most don't tion of choice for most people.
Example: Well, actually.
know is that its entertainment section, the a.v. club, is Rolling Stone doesn't post its
also excellent. Sharing The movie reviews online, and like
Onion's sense of humor, it cov- I said, there's no way that I
ers all aspects of entertain- would buy one.
But if you read any of the
ment. With sections such as
"Justify
Your
Existence" NOW reviews, you get the
(short interviews with musi- same kind of aesthetic.
cians) and "Cultural Idiocy
J. MICHAEL BESTUL
The BG Newt

Ana Pereira&AnthonyRecznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

Costner fails to score
the enormity of the room conBy ERIK PEPPLE
sume this small, sad man. It is
The BG News
a powerful moment.
To paraphrase Garret MorUnfortunately, this power
ris, baseball movies have been
does not last the entire film.
"berry, berry good" to Kevin
Raimi rambles for almost two
Costner.
and half hours and makes the
From the bawdy boy bondhuge mistake of not developing
ing brilliance of
" Bull
Preston's character. Preston is
Durham" to the emotional
adequate, but the role is so
Americana
of "Field
of
woefully underwritten that an
Dreams," dropping Costner
attraction between Costner
into a setting involving baseand Preston seems like an
ball is a sure-fire success. And
after-thought. Preston is such
for the most part, his new
a major player in Costner's
romantic baseball drama,
thoughts that to not beef up
"For Love of the Game,"
her character makes their relalives up to Costner's other
tionship feel perfunctory—
baseball themed flicks.
almost as if the love story was
^^
because
Taking place during his final long
—
—
tossed in to give the movie a
game, wildly successful pitcher
more
marketable
to
In- glossy
Billy Chapel (Costner) -finds from
romantic angle. Even worse is
there,
his life unraveling. His lover the
(Kelly Preston) has left him, deliriously gory "Evil Dead" there's no two ways about it he its impossible to get a bead on
the owner of his team is ready pictures) pulls it off with needs the game as much as the Preston's character; she vacillates from strong empowered
to sell the organization and aplomb. Thanks to sharp edit- game needs him.
Raimi also has a keen ally in woman to a weak doormat with
he's battling sore muscles and ing and a brilliant sound mix,
no explanation.
the ravages of age. But some- Raimi effectively segues from Costner who delivers a fine
It is a shame that the PreCostner's last
thing strange happens during flashback to flashback with performance.
few pictures have been disap- ston aspect of the film is so
this game—Chapel begins ease.
Most of all, Raimi's visual pointing exercises in pseudo- weak The movie's heart lies
pitching a perfect game. As he
with baseball and when it
continues to strike out player acuity and editing prowess patriotic self-flagellation. Here takes the field the picture is
after player, he begins to serves the baseball footage he regains touch with his grand slam movie-making;
remarkably well.
Never humanity and seems so utterly
reassess his entire life.
when it enters into the romanFrom this point on, the pic- before, on film at any rate, has natural throughout the film it tic angle, the heart is gone and
almost
makes
"The
Postman"
baseball
been
treated
with
ture becomes a series of flashRaimi and crew seem to go
recede into memory.
backs. Chapel reflects on his such reverence.
There are moments in this through the motions
The action is predictable,
career, friendships and the love
he has lost. For nine innings but the sound of the game—the picture where Costner remind'For the Love of the Game'
Chapel enters into a state of crack of the bat, the cheers and ed me of Charlie Brown on the
mound—defeated,
yet
retainjeers
of
fans—has
never
been
Staring.Kevin <Jostner, Kelly
brutal self-analysis and coning a small spark of hope, Costso realistic.
Preston and John C. Rellly
templation.
It is obvious Raimi loves the ner is egoless in this picture. It
BG News sayS entertaining
Unsurprisingly, he discovers
results in his best work since
and mildly likable love
what he misses most is love game and the love is apparent
in every baseball sequence. "A Perfect World." Especially btory
and his flashbacks show the
The movie treats baseball with noteworthy, is a moment where
development and eventual respect and gives it a mythic Costner sits in his hotel room.
destruction of his relationship dimension that lends credence Costner is alone with only his
with his one true love.
luroMiKvrm
to the belief that the game can thoughts and is overwhelmed
1Dwx:wKk*M*o
The flashback structure is be deeply spiritual.
by sobs. At this point Raimi
3 tan: atOt I r. ftartn
tricky and for the most part
« tun drop tie peper end eee I now!
Chapel is on the mound pulls back to a long shot letting
director Sam Raimi (a helluva

Movie Review
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PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
BEST-SELLING BOOKS
HARDCOVER FICTION
1. "Hearts in Atlantis" by
Stephen King (Scribner)
2. "Tara Road" By Maeve
Binchy (Delacorte)
3. "The Alibi" by Sandra
Brown (Warner)
4. "Black Notice" by Patricia
Cornwell (Putnam)
5. "In Pursuit of the Proper
Sinner" by Elizabeth George
(Bantam)
6. "Assassins" by Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins
(Tyndale House)
7. "Hannibal" by Thomas
Harris (Delacorte)
8. "Dark Lady" by Richard
North Patterson (Knopf)
9. "Family Honor" by Robert
B. Parker (Putnam)
10. "Big Trouble" by Dave
Barry (Putnam)

NONFICTION/GENERAL
1. "Tuesdays With Morrie" by
Mitch Albom (Doubleday)
2. "Faith of my Fathers" by
John McCain with Mark Salter
(Random House)
3. "Children Are from Heaven" by John Gray (HarperCollins)
4. "Life Strategies" by Phillip
C. McGraw (Hyperion)
5. "Body for Life" by Bill
Phillips and Michael D'Orso
(HarperCollins)
6. "Guinness World Records
2000: Millennium Edition"
(Guinness Publishing)
7. "The Art of Happiness" by
The Dalai Lama (Riverhead)
8. "Yesterday, I Cried" by
Iyanla Vanzant (Simon &
Schuster)
9. "Sugar Busters!" by Steward, Bcthea, Andrews, Balart
10. "The Greatest Generation" by Tom Brokaw

Correction
The BG News apologizes for printing the
incorrect date of the Chamber Choir of Adam
Mickiewicza, University of Poznan, Poland. The
event will be held today at 2:30 p.m. Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
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,
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Saturday Night Live TwentyFive The Music F
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■.
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[Movie:
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Saturday Mghl live TwentyFive: The Music (A
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\.M)
INFL Football (• :
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NFL Today '
Coach Gary
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'..■'■
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O .-■!■ ]f.

TIM
■

.

[This Old
House D

iFoi NFL Sunday I

Postgame "

IPaid Program
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Houston Houston (Lrvt) A
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.
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America Sews
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•
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Firing Line

©
©
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Coilene Football ".■:■,.■
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J AdvMut*?) Mel Gibson

SUNDAY
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Keeping Up
Appearances

History's Lost & Found

■
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CE)

Green

Keeping Up
Appearances
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College Football
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USA
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.•. n Ben
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Storr" Rescue

TNT
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New Red
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Movie:
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■

■
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Cops
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Cops
I- . .:' li J

Semlcld

|0:.M» I

Freaks end Geeks Pbt

■
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Hercules The LegcnOarw
Journeys P-

1(1:0(1 !
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Great Australian Team
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_-'■ •■ .

Lawrence Welk Show

!

Movie •■•
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■
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ravels m
Europe

>):M)

Martial Law San mj B.an,mo'
Walker Teias Ranger
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College Football
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9:(HI

S:.MI
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CUD
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McLaughlin
Group
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Lawrence Welk Show Songs ui Healthweek I
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Coie Porter

E MI> - ^\ - TA IM

■

Trash or
Treasure

18 Visits $3S.OO
ADD lOWH JO YOUR PACK
fOROHLY Sli.C

Body 1 Soul
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Nf L Football Minnesota VfctMS at Green Bay Packers .
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CABLE STATIONS
V, Id Bill Hollywood Maverick
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Royal Families [Mov
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Saturday Nighl Live

Saiurday Night Live
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Discovery
News H

Extreme Alaska iP

On the Inside Hurricanes iR)
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FLW Tour
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Movie ....
Westenii Henry Fonod. Dana Andrews

Hollywood
Diaries (R)
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ESPN
HBO
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SCIFI

Invisible Places
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SlSty Dud

■
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■

'.•

■
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Automobiles Caa«ac" (R)
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TLC
TNT

In the Heat ol the Night
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A
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FOX Sport',
News Rewind

1
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Korean War Fne 4 fte
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|i i
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Itwean War. Fire A Ice
"Truhph to Tragedy" (R)
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Movie: »t

Korean War Fire A ice
Rctjur.1 From Hell" (R)

,7 UCLA (R)

English Premier League
Soccer: Teams TBA

Earth 2 A'vrfiellia* (In

American Gothic Meet U
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Movie: tt* tMaMax "(1979. Advei
i|r."is lake on a tiardened highv

Super Structures ot the World

Super Structures ol the World Super Structures ot Ihe World
Panama Canal" (R)
"The Eurotunnel" (R)

Super Structures ol the Wor.d
Nuclear Sub SeawoH"iR)

in the Heat ot the Night A

In the Heat ol the Night lint,
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Movie: "A Skght Case ol Murder (1999. O-a.r.fl) wekam H. Macy
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Movie «•
!'/>
Ctrtane"(1995) Kathy Bjirt.

•'•

Movie ••

i1 ' VtiThc/s Vwrov>r"t 19!)/. Drama) Roiannc Hart
•: Scryps Douglas meets weh a irayce"! r-

Behind the Music Shan*

mi

Movie ..
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Super Structures ol Ihc World

■

it 001 Movie: tt fW,vr
M-t/ K

:> .. ill

True Story ot the
Untouchables R

Auto Racing FIA f.jimuia O-M- - Lutembou'n i-.
Al-en Nation

u

Final Round Fro-n

Worst Witch
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■.',

^')Movie ••• Operaim
i'.1( John W^yne

Home Savvy
Waiei gaiden

USA

Golden Gate Bridge H:

NFL Countdown

■

■ IJ

(Harri

Behind ihe Music "Stev*
*s"lfl)(ln

Movie- **'j vwnyot
Urkrvss '(1992. Horror) '!

Terrorist
patrolman

Movie: "UiTimafe Oecer''"""!1^. Crama) MKha'd Gne .0 A con Movie: tt ■J.;d0/»i*/ir0di' ''■
> slays a mother and kidnaps her baby tor his wile (In Sierej)»' P»i.e (Vs.gr Story (1999. C
Saturday Night Live "Twenty
Five The Music (R; (In Slereo;

#n?<&%
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400 Appts.
Daily!!
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Sjiura,., Night Live Tvsont,Five: The Music !Rj (In Stereo)

Saiurday Night Live TwentyFive: The Music (Ri vln Stereo)
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Newb ■■

©

ABC World
Nev.sSu->rt3NBC Nightiv
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©
©
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Journal
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.-.
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time
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Roger Ebert V
Ihe Movies
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Wild Islands
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Tell About the South I

(4 00i NFL Football M
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tt r, - < -■■-

Worlds
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Star Trek Voyager
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'
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Third Watch A-ywhere but
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**„
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0
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[star Trek. Deep Space Nine
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"What You Leave Behind" (fl) jr Improvement

tJ'.'SGeidiOiiieR
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News "

Action •■'
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Frasier
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Livinq Single
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I ,y 'Behind the
Screen
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ESPN
»B0

Absolutely Fabulous The Lasl S'IOUI Palsy and Ea.na pian
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Chris Rock: Bring the Pain
h Ri

Preemies A Fight lor Lie

Get Out Alive M

i' - NSWSEALs
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Way Nav/SEALS :ram (R)

We Have Lost an Aircraft:
Armed and Missing

(5 001 Women's Soccer Br../

Sporlscenter

. . Movie: «tt O.r. 1
ii9d7)EaianKiivke PG U u

Bovki i

Korean War Fire 4 Ice
R]

FSO

English Premier League
Soccer: Teams TBA

USA
VH1

Buier

Secrets ol World War n ;.

.'..!■

Horror) JL
Slide' H

.

■ Br ■ J ■ ■■ \ ■' i ...

Comeav Cnns Farley An
. PG-13'.iT
:

i (In Sti" 'eolJt
How d They Do That'

Wresthng v/WF Sur\LiV \y.
Movie -'...'■.; ■'("'' OJ.
■.■■siff Swry"(!ggfl|Jf

Saturday Nighl Live TwentyFive: The Music iR, 'inSteiec

tars ol ihe Gun .,--■„
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■ i
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NFL Pnmeiime NFL Football New York Giamsal New England Patriots Fo.tcio Stad.u"
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rscape

Movie **

SCIFI

TNT

Movie: *t Sia/i .tie fleer*,'*'' W'nv-; W*" 11970) Gene Witoet
Two se's ot twms meet on the eve or tlie French Revoluuon

Saturday Night Live Chris

HIST

TLC

Movie, tt* . S.r"ia" ,ma Ot-'-J*I'.;VJ49. Drama) Victor Mature
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Saturday N.ght Live

Saturday Night Live TwentyFive. The Music (R) ilr Stereo)

Fn«,:jpV, j,
U

rl r " I Black
lr- ; ......
I'

World's Most Daring
Robberies
Movie:.* .
-.'i ] A ■' ,

Se. .mdthe
An.ss R
City ■ Stereo) Steruo)3

iSouthPark 'R, (Critic i"A
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TFBI Files A S-year-oU is
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L*ve) X

I Sporlscenter

L. . Jl
Movie: **'. ■ The
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Code"
c
,v
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Bombed London/The Last

Go n 3*e»

FOX Sports News

I

Farscape They've Got a
Stereo) 1'.

Farscape The Flax*1 (R; (in
Sle

Farscape' D'.rvi Returns*1 -R
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Police Videos

Ultimate Ten Dangerous Jobs

World s Most Daring
Robberies (Rj
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: i,\r ■..'.. r,' , '-,..( | i . : ■ ,, ;,-- - ,. -| . "e^s
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Before They Were Rock Stars
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Behind the Music
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Where Are They Now? ' Teer:
Stereo)

Saturday Night Live TwentyFive. The Music .Rj (in Siere-j)

f)

It takes a
special person
to travel hallway
around the earth
to preserve a couple
square miles of it.

PEACE CORPS

Ho..- lar are you willing to go to nake a difference?
..".....peaoeoorp3.gov • 1-800-424-B560
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SPORTS

Volleyball goes north to Kalamazoo, Mt Pleasant
By NICK HURM

weekend

The BG News

The orange and brown will
tour through Michigan with a
game at Central Michigan
tonight and Western Michigan
Saturday.

The Bowling Green volleyball team may have a 5-5 overall record, but in the mind of
coach Denisc Van De Walle
they arc 0-0.
The first 10 matches have all
been in preparation for the Falcons for Mid-American Conference play, which starts this

"We're on the road again, so
anything can happen," Van De
Walle said. "I told the team that
everyone is zero and zero right
now. Everyone plays a different
type of preconference schedule."

Western Michigan seems to
be the stronger team that BG
will face this weekend. WMU is
8-3 on the year, facing strong
competition. Two of the three
Bronco losses were to teams
ranked in the top ten in the
nation. Powerhouses Nebraska
and Florida topped WMU in
three sets.
Bronco
senior
Mandy
Whifield is the reigning MAC
offensive player of the week.

The outside hitter averaged
5.15 kills and 3.54 digs per
game last weekend at the
Ameritech Invitational Tournament.

tournament was one of the
worst she has ever seen her
team play. CMU
is now preparing
for the Falcons.

CMU is 3-7 overall. They
are riding a four game losing
streak. The Chippewas were
swept last weekend at the Kentucky Invitational by Hofstra,
Kentucky, and Southeast Missouri State. Chippewas coach
Elaine Piha believes that the

"Bowling
Green is a scrappy team that
likes to throw
surprises
at
Denlse
Van De Walle you," Piha said in
the CMU volleyball update. "We'll have to con-

DAN
NIED

Please
don't come
back Barry

• See BARRY, page Eleven.

Falcon senior middle hitter
Lori Kemerer is among the top
in the nation in blocking.
Kemerer is ranked 20th in tHe
country averaging 1.48 blocks
per game.
"It is so important that we
open up conference play with'a
win," Van De Walle said. "We
need to just take it one matdh

at a time."

BG
butts
heads
with Bills

THE VIEW
FROM THE BENCH

Dear Mr. Sanders,
I am writing in regard
to your .stellar career as a
Detroit Lion and the fact that
you have recently decided to
sever your ties with the organization. Your recent actions have
caused many of us Lions fans to
change our opinion of you.
Sir, we believe you are classless.
We've seen more graceful
exits in a Charles Barkley bar
fight. The great respect and
pride we had for you as one of
our heroes has diminished into
a loathing.
Alright, you had a reason to
retire. The Lions may have the
worst management in sports.
They ha"en't built the team
around you the way the Bears
built around Payton and the
49ers built around Montana.
And for that, they should be
chastised.
But it is the manner that you
retired that lost our respect.
You could have decided before
the draft so the Lions could
trade up and get Edgarrin
James or Rickey Williams. You
could have even retired a few
weeks after the draft and given
the Lions time to land a good
free agent running back. If you
had done either we would have
applauded, cried for your
departure and bid you farewell.
But to drop a line to a
Kansas paper the day before
training camp starts? Well,
that's where you let us, and
your team. down.
Oh yeah, your team. Did you
ever think about them? Did you
ever wonder if you may have
sabatoged quarterback Charlie
Batch's young career? Last year
he could hand off to you in troubled times. He didn't have to
worry about three linebackers
blitzing on first down. But, now,
presumably with a poor running game, Batch will be the
only weapon that opposing
defenses will have to shut
down. So far. Batch has been
able to get the job done, but still
you let him down.
What about Herman Moore
and Johnny Morton? Now, double coverage will show every
time they line up.
And what about rookie
Scdrick Irvin? He was looking
forward to learning from the
in.istIT. now he is made prey as
one of your replacements.
That's not fair to him or the
Lions
And what's with the developments earlier this week. So now
you want to be traded? See,
before you had us thinking that
you just got tired of football.
After all you never showed any
real emotion on the field, and
you never even spoke off of it.
But now you say that a trade
would really tickle your fancy.
So the right situation would
draw you back to the game?

trol the ball and use our fire
power."

By PETE STELLA
The BG News

BG News Photo/MME LEHMKUHLE
BG strong safety Chad Long breaks up a pass against Tennessee Tech. The Falcons will travel to Kent looking to avenge last week's
lopsided loss to MAC East favorites Marshall.

Kent next for Falcons
By G. Michael Graham

ence opener.
They are led by school
record-setting passer Jose
forget about the loss to Davis. The senior has completed 43-of-91 passes for 538 yards
Marshall.
and three touchdowns for an
All Bowling Green can do is average of 179.3 yards per
win out and hope for the best. game ranking sixth in the MidRight now, the Falcons' main American Conference. He also
focus is Saturday's game at has no interceptions.
"Jose Davis is a good player,"
Kent starting at 6 p.m. Falcon
coach Gary Blackney talked BG defensive lineman Malcolm
about winning on the road in Robinson said. "As a defense,
we have to get more pressure
the preseason.
"I think the Kent game is on him. We need to get the job
every bit as important," Black- done up front."
Davis is also dangerous runney said. "Each conference
game has the same amount of ning the ball. He has 100 rushweight. There's a lot of factors ing in three games. The leading
and incentives in terms of the Kent rushers are Chante MurKent game."
phy with 133 on 30 carries and
BG will not take Kent lightly DeMarlo Rozier with 127 on 22
even though the Falcons are carries. Kent uses a two-tight
favored on paper. The Golden end system and mixes in' the
Flashes enter the game on a 16- wishbone and three wide
game losing streak — currently receiver sets.
the longest in Division I-A.
"He's making good decisions
Their last win came at Dix Sta- with the football," Blackney
dium against BG in 1997.
said of Davis. "They run enough
But Kent has yet to win option to keep you honest and
under current coach Dean Pees. the quarterback draw. Two
However, the Golden Flashes years ago, he hurt us running
lost a close game at Pittsburgh the ball as much as he did
30-23 Saturday. BG is 1-2 over- throwing the ball. Last year, we
all and 0-1 in the MAC while contained him a little bit better.
Kent is 0-3 entering its confer- He's always a threat to take the
The BG News

ball, get out on the corner and
run with it."
Davis' top targets have been
halfback Shawn Shoemaker
and tight end Jason Gavadza
who have racked up 12 and 11
catches for 108 and 206 yards
respectively. Kent does run a
lot of screens.
For the Bowling Green
offense, it looks as though this
could be the week to break out
rushing-wise. Kent ranks last
in the conference allowing
326.7 yards per game rushing
and ranks 12th in total defense
at 497 yards per game. Navy
rushed for 398 yards against
the Golden Flashes.
Pees is well aware of Steve
Holmes rushing for 220 yards
against his defense in last
year's 42-21 loss at Bowling
Green. As a team, the Falcons
rushed for 424 yards.
"We changed some things
before that game," Pees said.
"Part of that was injury. We
need to develop a good, solid
defensive scheme and let the
players play. We also need to
recruit better players. The best
players are on the best teams."
Pees has inserted some
freshmen into the lineup. Join-

ing senior Geoff Betts in the
secondary are freshmen cornerbacks Abdur Khan and Nasville
Dyer. The defensive line is led
by Brad Hartman. Senior free
safety Gary McCullough leads
the team with 36 tackles.
Blackney said they shift a lot
toward the tight end.
In 1999, Bowling Green is
averaging 108.7 yards on the
ground. That's nowhere near
where they want to be. Blackney addressed the sub-par performance of the offensive line.
He said if the problem persists,
he won't hesitate to play some
younger players.
"Each one of us six has to
pick it up," Eric Curl said. "It's
up to us. There's time for no
more excuses. The key to the
offensive line is being physical
and aggressive. We need to do
more of that. We have to have a
great week of preparation."
Mark Kautzman is doubtful
for the Kent game so Mike Bodnar will fill in the majority of
the playing time there.
"I consider Bowling Green in
the upper echelon of the MAC,"
Pees said. "We know it's going
to be as tough a week as last
week. We're looking forward to
it. It's a great rivalry."

Tennis hosts fundraiser for trip
By Mary Beth Wilfong
The BG News
Instead of intercollegiate
play this weekend, the men's
tennis team will host a
fundraiser for themselves in
the BGSU Pro-Am.
This yearly event raises
money for the players to take a
big trip later on in the season.
The money being raised will
also go towards extra expenses
and supplies, said head tennis
coach Jay Harris.
"It's going to be a fun event,"
Harris said "we usually have a
lot of people, were going to have
30 to 35 people involved, it

nament. The $200 level will
should be a lot of fun."
Saturdays
events
will allow you to enter two people
include contests such as the •into the events and the fourth
fast serve contest, a tennis level is the $250 level or the
tournament,
a corporate level in which busilunch and a golf nesses can play in the tournaouting. Any stu- ment and contests and get their
dent
can
get names or businesses in the teninvolved with the nis program. All levels will be
event along with rewarded with a T-shirt and a
teachers and the lunch.
Participating in the Pro-Am
Jay Harris community.
Harris
said are the men's tennis team, prothat there are four fessors, residents of the BG
different levels in which you Toledo area, alumni and some
of the parents of the players on
can enter into.
If you pay $50 you can join in the tennis team (specific names
the contests. If you pay $125 were not provided) said sophoyou receive a spot in the tour- more Viteck Wild.
Steven Seubert, professor of

\

functional analysis and operator theory who
donates
money regularly throughout
the year, said that he plays in
the tournament because he
feels that he is apart of the
team, something that he
enjoys. That he is able to give
the coach and players advice on
how to improve, but does not
have to worry about schedules,
money and traveling on the
weekend.
The fundraiser will be held
on Saturday the 25th at 8:30
a.m. Next Friday the 1st of
October the BG men will continue with collegiate play by
hosting the BGSU Keefe Invitational.

Sunday, a battle of teams
with great records will occur ;rt
Cochrane field at 1p.m.
The BG women's soccer team
brings their 5-2-0 overall and 20 Mid-American Conference
records to face the Buffalo
Bulls. The Bulls currently have
a 6-0-1 record and face their
first conference match Friday
against Toledo.
For the Falcons, they haven't
seen action since their decisivevictory over rival Northern Illinois 3-2 September 18. With
their long rest, BG should be
ready to dance with the Bulls
"It feels like the pre-seasoti
around here because we havb
so much time between games,''
BG coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"We have been working on little
things in practice and on thingt
that we didn't do that well
against Northern."
The Bulls are off to a 6-0-1
record and face the Falcons fof
the third time. BG holds a 2-0
advantage on the series. Buffal
lo is coached by Jean A. Tassajl
who has compiled a 38-29-lf
record in her five years as hea4
coach.
"Buffalo's record is outstanding." Piccirillo
said. "They jus}
returned from >
successful trip to
Florida and they
don't face any
weak
teamf
until
later
Tom
>*
thelr
Piccirillo
season!
This game, likf
last year's, could prove to b*
critical in the post-season rank
ings."
"They also rely on three play
ers to do most of their scorini
so we will be looking to attacl
them," Piccirillo said.
To ready themselves fo
more decisive conference play
the Brown and Orange scrim
maged against the men's tennis
team Thursday at practice.
"Since they are bigger
stronger and faster then us, i
will help us as a team t<
increase the speed of our plaj
which is something we hav(
been working on all season,'
Piccirillo said.
After Buffalo, the Falcon-J
face Toledo Wednesday, Sep
tember 29. The game will bd
held at Cochrane Field an<
start at 4 p.m.

Falcon notes
The Brown and Orange ar«
off to a 2-0 conference record foj
the first time in school history'
freshman forward Jill Conoverj
who leads the Falcons with 16;
points, has been involved in if
of BG's 17 goals this year; BG'<
win against Kent September 13
enabled the Falcons to tie thq
school record for home victories
in a season; a total of 12 differ*
ent Falcons have scored at least
one point this season so far. -1
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Browns players know fans want Ravens badly
By TOM WITHERS
I AP Sports Writer
BEREA, Ohio— Sieve Zahursky «rew
-!up in Euclid, a suburb no different from
•'many others in Cleveland — working
class and Browns crazy.
Orange and brown flags flew from
nearly every front porch, kids pretended
they were Browns while playing touch
'games in the street and on Sunday there
were two things to do.
Go to church and watch the Brov/ns.
That ended in 1995 with Cleveland
owner Art Modell's announcement that
he was moving the beloved Browns to
Baltimore.
"It was a real depressing thing," said
Zahursky, Cleveland's rookie offensive
right guard. "Every Sunday you looked
forward to seeing the Browns play or
watching them on TV. And then they
' started showing the Bengals or the Steel-ers. It just wasn't right."

It wasn't, and Cleveland has been
waiting three years for a chance at
revenge on Modell. This week Browns
fans get their first shot as their new team
plays Modell's Ravens in Baltimore.
Zahursky, better than most Cleveland
players, understands why this week's
game is so important to Browns fans
and what it would mean to have the
expansion Browns get their first win
against Modell.
"Sure we want to win it for the fans,"
Zahursky said. "We want to win every
game for the fans."
Before he became a star at Kent State,
Zahursky was like any other local kid.
He went to games with his dad and
dreamed of the day he might be able to
play in the big stadium down by the
lake.
He doesn't remember exactly where
he was when Modell announced the old

Browns were leaving, but it hurt when
he finally heard the news.
"I really couldn't believe it," he said.
"It was depressing."
Unfortunately, Zahursky, who made
his first NFL start last Sunday, is likely
to miss this Sunday's game after spraining his left knee during Thursday's
practice. He will be replaced by Scott
Rehberg.
"He has worked as hard as anyone,"
Browns coach Chris Palmer said. "You
feel bad for a guy who has worked as
hard as he has."
Antonio Langham is one of two former Browns to make the Cleveland-toBaltimore-back-to-Cleveland journey.
He broke his left thumb last week at
Tennessee and will be out for three
weeks.
Langham would be disappointed to
miss any game, but especially this one.

"It's a game we need to win," said
Langham. "We've got a good opportunity li. beat them. It would be a nice win,
but I don't think there will be as much
hype surrounding it as there'll be when
they come here."
That won't be until Nov. 7, and the
expansion Browns are hoping they get
win No. 1 before Week 9.
Palmer, who turned 50 on Thursday,
said defensive tackle John Jurkovic was
doubtful for Sunday's game after hurting his clavicle in Wednesday's practice.
Before accepting the Browns' job,
Palmer interviewed for the Baltimore
vacancy. Similarly, Ravens coach Brian
Billick talked with the Browns before
being hired by Modell.
Palmer said he wouldn't do anything
special to get his team ready for a game
that Cleveland has been ready three
years for.

"We go into every game with the
same attitude, that we're trying to win,"
he said. "Obviously, your first win as an
organization, your first win against anyone will be very, very important. I don't
know that the players will get caught up
in that. I think the players are focusing
in on winning their first game and playing well."
The Browns do seem focused, and
unfazed by the hype surrounding
Browns-Ravens I and Cleveland's first
shot at Modell.
"I've got a quarterback and a center
to worry about," said Ball. "I don't care
about the owner."
But imagine how Modell is going to
feel if the Browns can get their first win
against him.
"Art?" Ball said. "I don't care how
Art would feel."
Around here, he's the only one.

^ Men's Soccer sees big
bumps in road at Miami
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
All the signs point to big
trouble in Bowling Green.
The team has dropped four
straight road games after winning its first three at home. It
has allowed 15 goals in those
losses and an opposing player
has scored a hat trick in each.
Today the Falcons face No. 1
ranked Penn State in the Florida International Classic in
Miami, Fla., at 5 p.m. BG will
play
No.
13
Southern
Methodist Sunday at 12:30.

Bg News Photo/BEN FRENCH
Bowling Green midfielder Jason Bryant races a Western Kentucky player to the ball. The Falcons
are in the midst of a slump they hope to break out of this weekend. They travel to Miami, Fla. to
face top ranked Penn State today and Southern Methodist Saturday.

Mel Mahler, BG's men's soccer coach, doesn't remember
the last time a team of his
struggled like this.
"This is kind of new territory
for us," Mahler said. "Losing is
one thing. How we've lost is
another. In the four games we
have lost, teams haven't beaten
us, we've beaten ourselves. We

have found ways to lose games.
I don't know when that has
happened to us, at least not at
BG."
Mahler said he has not
walked off the field feeling like
the other team was better after
any of the losses. To correct the
problems and prepare for the
best team in the nation, the
Falcons went back to basics
this week in practice.
They are telling each player
to focus on himself and play 10
percent harder, rather than
focusing on overall team play.
Fundamentals have been the
focus, rather than team exercises.
Mahler said it has been a bit
of a step backward at this point
in the season, but what is
important is preparing for the
Mid-American Conference season, which opens October 3rd at
home against Kentucky.

team's efforts at improving its
lagging defense. "Communication, tracking and working
harder off the ball-playing
defense is a positional thing
and more of a mental exercise.
We had two good days of practice (Tuesday and Wednesday]
and we will work out before the
match (today]. Then we'll go see
if we've learned anything."
Mahler will also be moving
Adam Erhard to sweeper and
Matt Lyons to midfielder in
hopes of finding the right combination of players on the field.
He said there will likely be
more minutes for bench players
in order to keep fresh legs on
the field against Penn State
and SMU.
One thing he isn't concerned
about is motivation.
"Any time you have a chance
to compete against the best-to
play number one-if you can't
get motivated to play your best,
you're in the wrong athletic
arena."

"We have to get better in
practice," Mahler said of the

Morris takes center stage against 2-0 Lions
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — If lack of pri. vacy is the price athletes pay for
^celebrity, Bam Morris has been overcharged.
Candidates for president undergo
I'less public scrutiny. Every misstep
• ;and personal problem ever attributed
;'to this running back with the large
;;appctite and soft voice seems fair
igame for moralizing columnists and
otalk show gossips.
Everybody knows he was suspended twice by the NFL earlier in his
'career for substance abuse, and that
he once spent almost three months in
•a Texas jail for possession of marijuana. And that Kansas City is probably
!his last chance at an NFL career.
But when most people get in trouble
{with their boss, it's handled discretely
•behind closed doors.
; Not Bam.
He lands in the Kansas City Chiefs'

doghouse for being out of shape and
loses his job as starting halfback, and
it's front-page news.
On an even more personal basis,
most people, when diagnosed with
attention deficit disorder, deal with it
quietly within their family.
Not Bam.
No sooner had he been named
starter for this week's game against
the unbeaten Detroit Lions than
Chiefs coach Gunther Cunningham
revealed that Morris had been treated
for ADD since 1996.
Naturally, as soon as practice was
over, he was immediately engulfed by
what must have seemed like every
notebook and TV camera in Kansas
City.
"You all pretty much know everything about me," he said quietly, staring at the floor.
Cunningham suggested his medication was partly responsible for his
weight gain.

Not Bam.
"I changed medication," he said. "It
doesn't do anything to my appetite. I
wish it would curb it, kill it."
He said the symptoms for ADD
were first detected when he was a
youngster in Texas.
"Attention span was short ... fidgety, lack of concentration," he said.
"Even through high school and college.
My doctor at home was, 'He'll grow out
of it. He's just hyper.' But I never did.
They lost track of it and I kind of just
dealt with it."
Morris, who rushed for 481 yards
after being signed last October, will
replace Kimble Anders — lost for the
year with surgery on his Achilles' tendon after rushing for a career-best 142
yards last week in a 26-10 victory over
Denver.
For the second straight week the
Chiefs (1-1) will be facing a team dealing with the retirement of an offensive
superstar. But where the Broncos can't
win without John Elway, the Lions (2-

0) haven't lost without Barry Sanders.
Behind second-year quarterback
Charlie Batch, the Lions will be looking for their first 3-0 start since winning their first four in 1980.
While
Sanders
contemplates
whether to stay retired, Ron Rivers is
averaging 4.5 yards on 150 carries and
Cory Schlesinger is averaging 3.5.
Batch, outplaying Peyton Manning
and Ryan Leaf, who were drafted
ahead of him, has thrown for 435
yards and five touchdowns in the two
games. He also scored the game-winner in last week's 23-15 win over
Green Bay, running it in on a bootleg
play.
"The nice thing is that the passing
game stepped up," said Rivers. "It's
great that no one knows which aspect
is going to be on top from game to
game. That makes it a lot harder for
teams to get reauy for us."
Batch has already been sacked nine
times, and the line will be even more
patchwork this week with the loss of

left guard Tony Semple, out for about
four weeks with an injured elbow.
If the Lions have a real concern, it's
that offensive line.
"Chemistry is very important for an
offensive line, and that's hard to get
when you have so many guys out with
injuries," said Schlesinger. "For us, if
they put five guys out there, we can
run behind them. But the linemen
have to know what to expect from each
other."
Morris will also be running behind
a banged-up line. Standout left guard
Dave Szott underwent arthroscopic
surgery on his right knee and will be
replaced by Jeff Smith.
Some running backs might complain about having an undermanned
line for their first start of the year.
Not Bam.
"I was put here for something. I
don't know what it is yet," he said. "I
just go on. I've just got to deal with it.
I know what I've got to do."

USA Ryder Cup fortune is less than stellar
■By JIM LITRE
■AP Sports Writer
i

BROOKLINE, Mass. — This is
supposed to be a course AmeriIcans can'l lose on.
Just watch them.
The recent history of the
'Ryder Cup practically guarantees it.
But that's not all.
What else?
At some juncture, some lout
■will shout something ugly at
iColin Montgomerie.
At a later, more crucial juncture, a Scotsman you never heard
;of will make some putts you
•won't believe.
And at the end, those two will
,be line-dancing on the 18th green
;at The Country Club, joined by
'Swedes and Spaniards, Brits and
jeven a Frenchman, all of them
struggling to keep a straight face
while swearing the game of golf
was the real winner.

I

That, anyway, was the theme
going into the 33rd installment of
a competition begun in 1927,
when English seed merchant
Sam Ryder liked his countrymen's chances well enough to
spring for a trophy to hand the
winner.
In Thursday's opening ceremony, both U.S. captain Ben
Crenshaw and his European
counterpart, Englishman Mark
James, did what they could to
defuse, deflect and otherwise deemphasize the nationalistic fervor that has grown up around —
and occasionally spilled over
into — the matches.
Even the Right Rev. Barbara C.
Harris, who delivered the invocation, felt compelled to do her
part. Even though the U.S. team
is a heavy favorite and the history of The.Country Club is peppered with tales of inspirational
wins by underdog Americans,

',

;U'r »i"r-

she asked the throng of thouWant more? Last month at the
sands to show restraint, no mat- NEC lnviiialuiii.il, a tournament
held for players who qualify for
ter the outcome Sunday.
"May all the bogeys, birdies their country's Ryder Cup and
and eagles remind us, contes- President Cup teams, the 12
tants and spectators alike, that in Americans finished an aggregate
this competition, ah can be win- 80 strokes better than their dozer
ners no matter the score."
European foes. Tiger Woods won
Of course, only one side is it and four Americans joined him
going to be hugging, mugging in the top ten.
But on grass, in match play,
and drinking champagne from
that pricey little piece of hard- it's been a different story.
ware after the last putt has been
The Europeans have won the
holed.
' last two cups and held onto it
And against all odds, it will be through three of the previous
five matches, either by winning
the Euros.
or tying. None of it happened by
Again.
On paper, they shouldn't even accident.
be here.
Competition on their tour is
The U.S. side has seven of the sharper because the purses are
world's top dozen rated players. smaller, which in turn makes for
The Europeans have two. The hungrier players. Shotmaking,
Europeans have seven Ryder too, is more refined on that side
Cup rookies. The U.S. team has of the Atlantic because the
one, and that's David Duval, weather is rougher and the
who is ranked No. 2 in the world. courses not as well groomed, nor

nearly as predictable as the cookie-cutter layouts used for tour
events in the States.
And that's not all. Junior golf
all over the continent is loaded
with team events. And even
when those players graduate to
the European PGA Tour and
strike out on their own, they find
themselves in foreign lands, trying to master different languages
just to land a decent hotel room
and a courtesy car.
It makes for the kind of camaraderie that's hard to instill in
players who get together for one
event every two years.
"In Europe, you will see eight
or 10 guys at a table eating
together," recalled Englishman
Tony Jacklin, the former captain
who guided his side to wins in
1985 and 1987. "But in America,
there will be the odd group of
two and lots of tables for one."
All those elements have

forged a squad that will once
again saw off the heavily favored
Americans at the knees. Even if it
wasn't supposed to be that way.
Especially here.
The Country Club was the
place where a 19-year-old caddie
named Francis Ouimet, who
lived across the street from No.
17, slayed British giants Harry
Vardon and Ted Ray in the 1913
U.S. Open. The singular victory
is credited with igniting America's love affair with golf.
It was here that U.S. teams
scored convincing wins in the
1932 and 1973 Walker Cups, and
here that American Curtis
Strange held off Englishman
Nick Faldo to win the 1988 U.S.
Open.
"This place," U.S. team member Hal Sutton said, "is dripping
with history."
But this time, come Sunday, it
will be dripping with tears.

I
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TANDINGS
American Lraguf
At A

GIJRCC

Eait Division
W
New York
Boslon 88

L

Pel

CB

92

59

.609

.583

4

. 78

74

513

14 1/2

Baltimore

74

76

493

17 1/2

Tampa Bay

65

88

425

28

L

Ptl

CB

x-Cleveland

92

60

.605

_

Chicago

68

83

.450

23 1/2

Minnesota

62

89

411

29 1/2

Detroit 61

90

404

301/2

Kansas City

61

92

.399

W

L

Pet.

CB

89

63

586

—

83

68

550

Toronto

63

Central Division
W

311/2

West Division

Texas

Oakland
Seattle 75

77

493

14

Anaheim

64

89

.418

51/2

251/2

x-clinched division title
NL Glance
East Division
L

Ptl

GB

Atlanta 96

57

627

—

New York

92

61

601

4

Philadelphia

71

81

467

24 1/2

Montreal

64

89

418

32

Florida 61

92

399

35

W

Central Division
L

Ptl

CB

Houston

W

93

61

604

—

Cincinnati

90

63

588

2 1/2

Pittsburgh

75

76

497

16 1/2

St. Louis

72

80

474

20

68

83

450

23 1/2

61

91

401

31
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National Hotkey 1 ragur Preseason
EASTERN CONFERENCE
AlUntit Diviiion
W
L
New Jersey
3
1
2
NY Rangers
3
NY. Wanders
2
1
Piltsburgh
1
2
Philadelphia
0
2
Northeast Division
L
W
Ottawa
5
1
0
Boston
3
3
Toronto
3
Montreal
2
4
1
2
Buffalo
Southeast Division
w
L
Tampa Bay
4
4
Atlanta
3
1
Washington
2
1
Carolina
2
2
Florida
0
3
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
Detroit
4
0
Chicago
4
1
St Louis
2
2
Nashville
0
4
Northwest Division
W
L
Edmonton
4
2
Calgary
2
4
Colorado
1
3
0
Vancouver
3
Pacific Division
W
L
San Jose
3
0
Dallas
3
1
Los Angeles
3
1
3
Anaheim
2
Phoenix
1
3

West Division
I

Ptl

Arizona

W

92

60

605

San Franc i«fo81

69

546

9

San Diego

72

81

471

20 1/2

Los Angeles

71

81

467

21

Colorado

68

85

444

24 1/2

Fi
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T
0
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0
0
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7
6
4
3
0

T
0
2
0
0
1
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10
8
6
5
3

T
0
1
0
0
1
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8
7
4
4
1

T
1
0
0
0

Pis
9
6
7
2

T
0
0
1
1

Pis
8
4
4
3

T
0
2
1
0
0

Pis
9
8
8
5
4

Friday's Games
Atlanta vs Carolina al Charlc-son, S C 7pm
Pittsburgh vs New Jersey al Albany, NY,7pm
Washington at Bulfalo, 7 pm
( hicago vs Bosli n at I-rovidenc*'. R 1 7 30pm
New York Rangers al Philadelphia. 7:30 p m
Florida al Tampa Bay, 7:30 p m
Detroit al Dallas, 130 pm
Los Angeles at C lorado, 9 p m
1 ilmonton ,«l I alearv. 1 p m

Wednesday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL.
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Aclivatrd r.HP Steve Karsay from the 15
day disabled list
TEXAS RANGERS—Sent OF Adrian Myers to the Seattle Manners to
complete the Jeff Fassero trade
SEATTLE MARINERS-Aasigned OP Adnan Myers to Tacom. of the
PCL.
National League
NL—Suspended Chicago Cub 2B Mickey Morandini for two games.
effective Sept 23. and Fined him an undisclosed amounl, for overly
aggressive behavior and making contact with an umpire during a
game with Milwaukee on Sept 17
NEW YORK METS— Entered into an agreement to purchase St
Catherines of the New York-Pcnn League
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association

MILWAUKEE BUCKS—Signed G Rater Alston and F Darvin Ham
NEW JERSEY NETS—Named Jennie Kemer vice president of enter
tainment development and talent relations.
NEW YORK KNICKS—Named Steve Mills executive vice president,
franchise operations

ation be released. She did not
know how long the Baltimore
Orioles third baseman would
stay in the hospital.
Speaking in Baltimore, general manager Frank Wren said he
was optimistic Ripken would be
back next year.
"From our standpoint, it went
very well," Wren said. "We
expect a full recovery and expect
to see him at third base on opening day 2000."
The 39-year-old Ripken, who
set a major league record by
playing in 2,632 straight games,
went on the disabled list for the
first time in his 18-year career
this season.
He first went on the DL on
April 20 because of a bad back,
missing three weeks, and was
again sidelined after experiencing more back pain Aug. 1.
Ripken returned a month later
and hit his 400th career homer on

Brewers beat Phillies 11-6
MILWAUKEE — Ron Belliard homered and
drove in four runs and Jeromy Burnitz drew four
walks and scored each time Thursday for the Milwaukee Brewers in a sloppy 11-6 victory over the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Braves sweep Mets with help from Jones
ATLANTA(AP) — Almost single-handedly.
Chipper Jones may have finished off the New
York Mets in the NL East.
Jones hit his fourth homer in three games, a
three-run shot in the fifth inning that helped the
Atlanta Braves complete a sweep of New York
with a 6-3 victory Thursday.
Baiocchi looks for first win this year.
MASON, Ohio (AP>— Hugh Baiocchi is still
looking fo. his first victory of 1999 as he begins
defense of his title in the Kroger Senior Classic on
Friday.
"I had a pretty good year last year with wins
here and at Indianapolis, but since then I've been
kind of out and about," said Baiocchi.

SPO

BOSTON BRUINS—Signed LW PJ Aielsson to a two-year contract
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS—Signed D Anders Eriksson
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Assigned G Rich Shulmistra snd D Jeff
Ware to Louisville of the AHL
NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Signed F Scott Cameron. F Sunislav Gron
and D Andre Lakos Assigned G Mike Buzak, G Frederic Henry. G
Jean-Francois Damphousse. D Sascha Goc. D Alex Johnslone. D
Vl.i-iuiiil Kroupa. D Andre Lakos. D Willie Mitchell. D Lucas
Nehrling. F George Awada. F Mathieu Benoit, F David Cunniff, F
Bryan Duce. F Sam Ftorek, F Stamslav Gron, F Carlyle Lewis, F Wes
Mason. F Richard Rocheforl. F Rob Skrlac. F Chns Thompson and F
Nikolai Zavarukhin to Albany of the AHL Returned F Scott Cameron
to Barrie of the OHL. F Ryan Held to Kitchener of the OHL and F

Sept. 2. He had been hot at the
plate ever since, raising his batting average to a career-high
.340, and at 2,9991 hits looked to
be a lock to join the 3,000-hit
club.
Had Ripken not missed Baltimore's final 12 games, he would
have likely joined Tony Gwynn
and Wade Boggs this year as the
newest players to reach 3,000
hits. It would have been the first
time three players reached the
milestone in the same season.
"I feel bad that Cal's hurt
because I wanted him to get
3,000, but he'll get it next year,"
Orioles manager Ray Miller said.
But even though Ripken had
been playing well, the pain in his
back never subsided and he
finally decided this week that
surgery was his only option.
The surgery ended a bittersweet and emotional '99 season
for Ripken, whose father, Cal,

m WIRE

ORLANDO MAGIC—Acquired a conditional 2001 second round draft
pick from Washington for draft rights to G-F Laron ProFit
FOOTBALL
Marlins 2, Expos 1
National Football League
MIAMI (AP) — Rookie A.J. Burnett won his secATLANTA FALCONS—Placed RB Jamal Anderson on the injured lond straight start and the Florida Marlins took
reserve Signed RB Winslow Oliver
advantage of Montreal's sloppy play to beat the
MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Signed CB Chris Rodgers
Expos 2-1 Thursday.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Signed OT Greg Studdard and FB Paul
Shields to the practice squad Waived G Glenn Rountree and FB
Michael Reed from the practice squad
HOCKEY
National Hockey League

Ripken's surgery Is a success
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — Cal
Ripken underwent back surgery
Thursday, ending his 1999 season nine hits short of 3,000 but
giving baseball's Iron Man hope
he can continue his career without pain.
The hospital said the 90minute operation by orthopedic
surgeon Dr. Henry Bohlman,
director of University Hospitals'
Spine institute, accomplished its
goal, "to relieve pressure on the
nerve roots located in Ripken's
lower back."
"Dr. Bohlman and Orioles
team physician Dr. Michael
Jacobs, who observed the
surgery, said Ripken is expected
to make a full recovery," the
statement said.
University Hospitals spokeswoman Eileen Korey said Ripken had requested that no further information about the oper-
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died of lung cancer in March. His
father's death weighed heavily
on Ripken, who said he had trouble concentrating in the ensuing
weeks, especially at the ballpark
where the senior Ripken coached
and managed the Orioles.
"I had to meet a lot of professional and personal challenges,"
he said last week. "When you
look back, will it be a season to
remember? I guess in some ways
it would be, but for the most
part, it represents something of a
loss as well as something of a
gain."
Ripken voluntarily ended his
consecutive games streak on
Sept. 20, 1998, asking Miller to
take him out of the lineup 30
minutes before a game against
New York. A two-time AL MVP,
Ripken played in his 17th
straight All-Star game this year.

?ff%RIEF Q

Tracy named Eastern League ALL-STAR
Harrisburg's Andy Tracy, a former baseball and
football player at BGSU, was named to the Eastern League's ALL-STAR team in a vote of league
managers, radio btoadcasters and beat writers.
The 25-year-old third baseman batted .274 (134
for 489), with 26 doubles 37 homeruns and a
league-leading 128 RBI. Tracy, a 16th round selection of the Montreal Expos in the June 1996 draft,
was also walked 70 times.

BARRYContinued from page Mine.
But the right situation is not in
Detroit. Well, I must say that
with that statement you fell
into the pit of the average
greedy athlete.
We don't appreciate being
screwed by people. But you
screwed us.
With one press release, you
went from the most honorable
athlete in football to a whiny
millionaire.
We appreciate the gifts
you've given us over the last 10
years. But the glow of those 200
yard games and stop and start
runs has dimmed. We don't

appreciate you anymore.
We're not sure if you've ever
been stabbed in the back by a
man you spent ten years cheering your heart out for, but let
me tell you it hurts.
And for that, We bid you a
bitter goodbye, and please do
not come back.
Sincerely,
Dan Nied
Detroit Native
Dan Nied is the Assistant
Sports Editor for the BG
News.send
comments
to
dnied@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Open House in the Taft Room of the Union
Monday Sept. 27, 1999 7-9 pm
Come meet current members, receive valuable
information, and pick up an application.
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ly proud/tocwuxounce/ their
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Spring 1999

AND INTRODUCING JILL PHILLIPS
WEDNESDAY • SEPTEMBER 29, 1999 • 8:00 P.M.
WESTGATE CHAPEL • TOLEDO, OH

.

Sunday. September 26th
8:00 P.m.
18 and over 110 COVER

New ever mere seats

te water KKn

Reserved Seating: $10.00
Ticket Outlets: Both-Yes Family Christian Stores and
Jones Bible & Book in Monroe, Ml
Mall Orders: Westgate Chapel. 2500 Wilford Drive.
Toledo, OH 43615
For More information or to Charge by Phone, Call:
419-841-8077 (Mastercard & Visa accepted)
www.caedmons-call.com

Angie Bailes
Kris Balasubramanian
Staci Bishop
Becky Burdyshaw
Sara Grigsby
Christina Huntzinger
Lisa Jewell
Jennifer Laurito - 4.0
Terri Neff
Carrie Paine
Amy Schlegel
Rena Snyter
JaneyTietelman

Good/Job- GjurWh
i

\
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Campus Events

a WEEK
STOP SMOKING PROGRAM
KICKOFFI
SEPTEMBER 27. 1999
7:3O-9:00PM
OHIO SUITE W UNION
FREE FOOD!
GUEST SPEAKER!
REGISTER BY SEPT. 24, 1999
???'S-CALL THE
WELLNESS CONNECTION
372-WELL

$$&»

u c

I63 SOUTH MAIN ST.-BOWLING GREEN

OPEN

Si

BG Council of Teachers ol Mathematics
An organizational meeting will be held on
Monday, 27 Sept. from 9:00-9:45 p.m. in
Lite Science Bldg. Rm 140 All education
majors are welcome to attend.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Any senior graduating m Dec. May or August
should call 1-800-969-1338 now to schedule
your senior portrait sitting Portraits will be
taken this week. M-F. from 10am-6pm in
28 West Hall (Basement) It only takes about
15 minutes, and the $6 sitting tee can be
charged through the bursar.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec, May or August
should call 1 800-969-1338 now to schedule
your senior portrait sitting Portraits will be
taken this week, M-F, from 10am-6pm in
28 West Hall (Basement). It only takes about
15 minutes, and the $6 sitting fee can be
charged through the bursar.
The 1999 Key Yearbooks have arrived. Stop
by 28 West Hall to pick yours up Call
372-6086 to see if you ordered one.
Additional cop.es can be bursared for $29 95.
Turning Points
An Informed Discussion Group About
Eating Disorders, Weight Issues and
Normal Eating. Beginning
Wed . Oct 6, 3:30-5pm
Runs 8 weeks To register, call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by the Counseling Center
and Student Health Service.
Undergraduate Art Contest
Prizes worth $600
Intent to submit due:
Sept. 29th
BGSU undergraduates are invited
to create 2-D and 3-D visual
artwork which explores the theme
of "Expressing Ethnic and Cultural
Identity through the Arts."
For more info contact
Mary Beth Zachary @ 372-2057 or
email mzachar@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
the library's webpage at
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/library

Rides
NEED A RIDE-"
We give rides to and Irom Bowling Green
All-Nile Transportation 353-7865

Cinemark Theatres

o **

1 CINEMA 5 SS?

m

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

'Double Jeopardy (R)
12:10 2:30 4 50 7 10 9 40

k

•Blue Streak (PG-13)
12:20 2:40 5 00 7 30 9:45
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:00 2:20 4 40 7 20 1000
Stigmata (R)
12:05 2:15 4 30 7 40 10 10
'For Love of the Game (PG-13)
12:40 4 00 7.00 9 55

Services Offered
Backpacking, canoeing & kayaking gear
Trips & Clinics to the outdoors
Discounts with BGSU student ID.
Boots, packs, sleeping bags, tents, etc.
Canoe Shop 4 Blackswamp Outfitters
140 S River Rd„ Waterville. OH 43566
(419)878-3700
www thecanoeshop com

Services Offered

Personals

Help Wanted

Spring Break 200011 Panama City, Daytona. Key West. South Beach, South Padre. Prices Irom $129/week S25 Deposit
Reserves your spot NOW!! Group organizers travel FREE!1 Call 800-799-8445
The 1999 Key Yearbooks have arrived Slop
by 28 West Hall lo pick yours up Call
372-8086 to see it you ordered one.
Aduftonal copies can be bursared lor $29 95
Unlimited Tanning $25
Campus Tanning 352-7889

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home is currently
recruiting State-tested, and Test-ready
Nursing Assistants. II you have completed
an approved Nurse Aide Training course
or you are a nursing student who has
completed your basic clinical skills, you
are a Test-ready Nursing Assistant We
currently have part-lime openings on 1st
shift and full and part-time openings on
2nd and 3rd shifts We will otter you excellent wages, unbeatable benefits, and a
rewarding career with our facility
Please apply in person from 9-5, M-F to
Pam Shank, HR Manager, or call for a
personal and immediate interview time.
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E.Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 353-841J
SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Verslty.com an Internet note taking company is looking for an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make tons of money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www versity com, contact jobs©versity com or caH (734) 483-1600 ext 888.
Ranch Steak and Sealood, located on E.
Wooster, is looking lor dependable AM
and PM workers. II interested, come in
and till out an application. Vanous posilions available 352-0461.
RESIST • RESIST • RESIST
Beat the system and light back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered $350/week 2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 lor interview
SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www sunsplashtours.com
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-Join
Amenca's »1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica Mexico. Bahamas, Cruises, and
Florida. Now hiring on campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit online
O
www ststravel.com.
Subway now hiring lor midnights Starting
pay $6 25 t $.50 bonus lor midnight shift
Musi be over 16 Paid vacations, good
benefits, 401K plan. Apply in person al
Rl 6 and 23 in Bradner. OH.

, L

FREE TRIAL OF A BRAND NEW TECHNOLOGY 30 MIN LONG DISTANCE
CALLS FREE SEND SASE TO G
MARKS PO BOX 920528 NEEDHAM,
MA 02492
Tired of leeling sick and tired? All-natural
health care and nutritional advice. Supplements available Call 353-6394.
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Conlidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Wanted

Personals
• AOn get ready! Only 1 day loft! ■
Be at the house at 10pm!
Destination unknown is out ol this world!
— SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta '"
Crested Butte Jan 3-8 starting at $329
(Snts). New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec. 28 (5nls) and Jan 2 (6nts)
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www studentexpross.com
"'SPRING BREAK 2000 Plan Now! •"
Cancun, Mazatlan. Acapulco, Jamaica
& S. Padre Reliable TWA flights
Best packages Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE trips.
1.8O0.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress com
Earth Friendly Stufl
Alternatives has a wide supply ol crueltyfree, non-toxic health and beauty items.
We also carry organic and healthy snacks
and foods Stop by 131 W Wooster St or
call 352-7333 And don'l lorget our metaphysical section.
Alter your spirit at Alternatives
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING AND
COUNSELING in recognition of
Women's Health Month.
Sponsored by the Student Health Service
Call 372-2271 lor an appointment
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Thirkee!
Love, Bee Balm
^^^^^
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S AND CO-REC FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT 28; MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT. 29; GREEK & INDP. ICE HOCKEY-SEPT. 30; MEN'S « WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY-OCT. 6 IF HANDDELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN PFH IF
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY
12 NOON
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. APPLY IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 28TH AT NOON
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC.
NEED A RIDE?
We give rides to and Irom Bowling Green
All-Nile Transportation 353-7865
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Any senior graduating in Dec., May or August should call 1-800-969-1338 now to
schedule your senior portrait sitting Portraits will be taken this week, M-F, Irom
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement) It
only takes about 15 minutes, and the $6
sitting lee can be charged through the
bursar,
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec, May or August should call 1-800-969-1338 now to
schedule your senior portrait silting. Portraits will be taken this week, M-F, Irom
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement) It
only takes about 15 minutes, and the $6
sitting fee can be charged through the
bursar.
Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan, or
Jamaica Irom $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Inlo: Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

2 females looking for third roommate,
needed ASAP Call 352-1272.

Help Wanted
""Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go free to Bahamas, Cancun.
Jamaica or Florida 'or Spring Break No
selling involved. Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy.
spnngbreaktravel.com i-800-678-6386
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars For info call 203-977-1720
29 people wanted to get paid $S$ to lose
up to 30 pounds in the next 30 days Natural guaranteed Phone 1-800-694-1986.
Bob Evans now hmng bussers and cooks
& accepting applications tor other positions. Please apply in person.
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-lime and Full-time
No exp necessary, will train
419-476-6640
Oeja Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning for exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S Byrne Rd.. Toledo^
[3i>:.k clerks neede l lor local motel Van
ous shifts available. Apply at Buckeye Inn
or phone 352-1520.
DIETARY
Wood County Nursing Home is currently
looking lor two part-time people to work in
our dietary department. Food service experience is preferred by not required We
are looking lor people who are able to
work a variety of shifts and have a flexible
schedule. These positions offer great
starting rales along with part-time benefits For immediate consideration please
apply in person at:
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)353-8411
Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full
and part time positions available to provide care and support to individuals with
developmental disabilities living in the
Children's Home and area group homes
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7 14-S8.52 depending on experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be 18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically
fit and able to lift 60lbs Applications accepted at Sunshine Inc. of Northwest
Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Western Rd., Maumee. Ohio. M-F from 8:30am-4:30pm.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packag ig of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9;00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next lo the railroad tracks.
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!

Sorry No Passes

SPRING BREAK 2000

r

Admlsslon $5.25 Matinees $3.25
Times listed m bold are lor Sat & Sun only

■o i

StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students lo promote
Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip
& over $10,000!
Choose Cancun. Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Line!
www.StudentClty.com
0*800/293-1443

www.cinemark.com

"Mommy, what are trees?"
Afraid of this question?
Help Ohio's largest environmental
group protect our natural resources
2-10pm M-F.
$350/week. Call 866-4463-Full & PT
available, internships offered.

P o.

For Sale
"111! Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break
Specials1 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Dnnks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Business
es Recognized lor Outstanding Ethics1
spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386
■■111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Panma City. Daytona, South Beach, Flonda
$129! springbreaklravel.com 1-800-678-

6386
1983 Honda Accord, 4 dr. 5 spd 95.000
mi A/C, new exhaust, newer alternator &
tires. Very reliable, runs great S1.000
obo Call 353-6409.
1988 Pontiac 6000 4 dr sedan Loaded
w/gnodies Excell moch. cond $1750
OBO Call :ir.-i jf,r,7. leave message
93 Saturn SCI, Black/Gray, CD, A/C.
Cruise. 5-speed. 94,000 mi. 1 owner,
non-smoker. Very good condition. Asking
$5500. 419-878-6902
Homes from $199 30 mo. repos, 4%
down. O.K. credit For Listings & payment
details call 1-600-719-3001 extH584.
HOMES Irom $199.30/mr>. Repos, 4%
down, okay credit. For listings 4 payment
delail call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Refrigerator lor sale
Good condition, 1 yr. old
Call 352-4791

For Rent
1,2,3 Bedroom Apis
From only
$415
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 available bdrms in pnvale home.
$275/mo., incl util. 8 city blocks to University. Nice, quiet neighborhood Deposit
negotiable Call 352-7167
Jay-Mar Apartsments
1 furnished. 2 bedroom
$475/mo 9 month lease
Call 354-6036
One and two bedroom furnished apartnwnla available now. 352-7454.
Subleaser for a one bedroom apartment
is needed. Swimming pool, laundry, shuttle, dose to campus. $385 a month. Call
353-8316 or 372-6002, Alex.

m orcos Pizzot
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Bull Creek
Paintball

t

1*1*IS
Division
of R&B Games

27 Acre

Paintball Park
8 Wooded

Paintball Gun Rental & Sales
Group Outings & Parties
FULL LINE PAINTBALL STORE
POPULAR BRANDS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES

I Coupon: $3.00 OFF
■

Any paintball gun rantal at Bui Croak
Or any caaa or paintbalta at R&B Gamaa

Eip-aaH'l/WIBOSU)
Slore: 178 S. Main Si.
Bowling Green 353-2176
Field: 9703 Greensburg Pike,
Portage 266-4799
www.rbgames.com

A

iec> Company

«•

Playing Fields
2 Extreme Spccdball
Fields

•
■

Home City
Home DltlJ ICE

2 Medium Piuasi

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders
Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

I
NIGHT I
OWL
|
SPECIAL|

Cheese
eese a
* wnc
One Topping ■

$4A00 ;
2nd Large Pizza
only $6.95

10

No coupon
rweettary
limited time offer „
Goodfrom
I000pmt.tc.oie |

IAcMoc* lopongs »1 90 Each. No Coupon Neceoary.
Not WKJ WrthAny Other ONc% UrtttD TWE OffEl

I
I

! 353-BGSU;
■

■

(2478)

FREE DELIVERY HKH0

^L1045

N. Main • Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-1:30 am, Fri-Sal 11-2:30 an

i
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